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Abstract

Email users spend a signi�cant amount of time on assigning their messages to folders
and su�er from email-related stress. Until today, there is no widely applied solution for
the automatic management and classi�cation of email.

Traditional approaches to automatic email foldering are constrained to using terms or
email addresses. The presence of the users' entire email archive on a single computer en-
ables the use of further features. In this thesis, we propose and describe contextual email
features based on time, linguistics and social networks. We also develop a framework
for the extraction of these features and describe how to use them in the classi�cation
process. Through using feature selection, we provide insights into the characteristics
of email archives and we propose metrics for the aptitude of speci�c contextual feature
types. We evaluate the impact of these features in an one-over-all classi�cation setting
and compare the results to the performance of state-of-the-art classi�cation systems. For
experiments, we use the publicly available Enron corpus and Ben Shneiderman's Email
Collection as well as several private data sets.
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Zusammenfassung

Wer mit Emails arbeitet, verbringt beträchtliche Zeit damit, seine Nachrichten passenden
Ordnern zuzuordnen. Die Anwender leiden unter der �Email-Überladung�, dem massen-
haften Erhalt auch zweckentfremdeter Emails. Bis heute gibt es keine verbreitete Lösung
für automatische Email-Verwaltung.

Herkömmliche Ansätze, Emails automatisch Ordnern zuzuweisen, beschränken sich auf
die in den Nachrichten vorkommenden Schlüsselwörter oder Email-Adressen der Sender
und Empfänger. Jedoch können durch das Vorliegen des gesamten Email-Archivs auf
dem lokalen Computer auch weitere Merkmale ermittelt werden. In dieser Masterar-
beit werden kontextuelle Merkmale vorgeschlagen und beschrieben. Diese Merkmale
basieren auf Zeit, linguistischen Merkmalen und der Analyse sozialer Netzwerke. Auÿer-
dem wird ein konzeptueller Rahmen zur Extraktion dieser Merkmale vorgestellt, ebenso
eine Beschreibung, wie sie in den Klassi�zierungsprozess einzubinden sind. Durch die
Reduktion der Merkmale gesamter Postfächer auf die relevantesten können Erkenntnisse
über die Bescha�enheit unbekannter Postfächer ermittelt werden. Es werden auÿerdem
Maÿe vorgestellt, um die Eignung bestimmter kontextueller Merkmale je Postfach zu
ermitteln.

Der Zugewinn bezüglich der Klassi�zierungs-Präzision durch die kontextuellen Merkmale
wird am Ende durch mehrere Experimente eingeschätzt. Hierbei werden die Merkmale
mit verschiedenen Klassi�kationsalgorithmen auf mehreren Datensätzen überprüft: En-
ron, Ben Shneiderman's Email Collection und ein privates Postfach kommen hierbei zum
Einsatz. Die Ergebnisse werden mit einem aktuellen Industrieverfahren verglichen.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

The number of emails being sent each day grows continously since decades. Already in
1996, Whittaker and Sidner coined the term �email overload� [60]. It describes the use of
email for tasks it was not designed for, such as �le exchange, the management of to-do
lists, arranging meetings or keeping contact information. But email overload also refers
to the inability of the individual email user to oversee and process all messages. Email
overload leads to stress and decreases productivity because a signi�cant amount of time is
spent organizing and �ling emails. An algorithm that automatically classi�es the emails
into folders would relieve email overload, reduce stress and increase productivity.

Extensive research has been done to tackle the task of automatic foldering. The majority
of the approaches focus on the email body and employ bag-of-words representation of
emails, often extended by the identi�cation of generalized concepts through techniques
such as Latent Semantic Indexing.

However, users dislike the idea of external applications processing the contents of their
personal messages. This thesis focuses on the automatic foldering of private emails on
personal computers or as a service in a cloud without looking at the email body. We
expect the local storage to contain the entire long term email archive. In order to
preservce privacy, the proposed algorithms do not access external sources of information.
Traditionally, only terms or persons were used as features in email classi�cation. There
are only few works that focus on features that are less obvious, need to be deviated from
basic features or from the histories found in the email archive, or that only come up if a
message is analyzed jointly with other messages. We call these features �contextual� and
expect a signi�cant gain in classi�cation accuracy from the use of these features. Emails
kept locally inside a personal email client can be aggregated into valuable information.
Timings and time slots, groups of persons, topics, threads across multiple groups and
topics can be evaluated in order to automatically �le emails with a higher accuracy.
Leaving the actual message content untouched, such an approach avoids major concerns
relating to privacy. This approach also avoids legal problems that may arise from national
data privacy laws. These laws may regulate which message parts a service is allowed to
process. By only inspecting header information, the mechanisms preserve the user's
privacy and could also be used in an enterprise setup or for expert �nding. Additionally,
our approach is compatible with email encryption, which usually is restricted to the email
body. �Contextual information� refers to every piece of information provided - implicitly
or explicitly - outside the actual message body. This implies that topic extraction or
summarization techniques such as Named Entity Extraction or Latent Semantic Indexing
are not used.
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1.1 Requirements for automatic foldering: remodeling the user's foldering scheme

1.1 Requirements for automatic foldering: remodeling the user's foldering
scheme

While Whittaker, Sidner and Tang [60, 57] found out that the attitude of email users
might be quite di�erent with regard to foldering, the foldering scheme itself might be
di�use, too. As the foldering scheme, we denominate the user's mental model of his
mailbox. This includes all his personal reasons for creating and using folders.

Users usually �le emails for the purpose of re�nding them. Messages are grouped into
meaningful folders, so that they can be retrieved later. The decision to create and use
a folder can be based on multiple and interwoven motivations. An automatic foldering
approach is required to reproduce these decisions. Thus it needs to be able to remodel the
user's foldering scheme that might be based on di�erent aspects of the messages. Those
aspects usually involve the topic of the message, but extrinsically motivated structures
might also play a role. For example, large enterprises require their employees to comply
with certain foldering policies. One example is the use of a speci�c project management
technique such as Housten. Such methods enforce a standard set of folders for each
project, for example �requirements�, �expenses�, �communication� and �tests�. All these
folders represent di�erent aspects of the same project. There are many more possible
motivations for why a message might belong to a speci�c folder. The following list gives
some examples.

� business process1 instance (messages about the �procurement of a new computer�)
� business process activity (folders containing �invoices� or �inquiries�)
� business process �procurement�
� group, person or organization (�friends�, �colleagues�)
� location (messages related with a stay in �Berlin�)
� time (newsletters of the year 2010)
� repeating period (�Christmas�, anniversary preparations, monthly invoices)
� project or topic (�master's thesis�)
� importance (�don't delete�, �aaa Important�2)
� outgoing or incoming message (�submitted petitions�)
� genre (�news�, �personal letters�)
� any combination of the aforementioned items

We group these items into four aspects:

� the content of the message or topics of message paragraphs - locations, concepts,
projects

1A business process in this context means a repeating temporal order of steps performed to achieve a
goal, such as ordering a pizza, where a message might represent the invoice.

2It has been observed that several users prepend zeros or the letter a in order to in�uence the lexical
sorting of their folder tree [23].
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1 Introduction

� the social context that re�ects the relationship between the sender and the re-
ceiver and the groups they might be socially embedded into

� the task or mission, because emails often resemble activities of business processes
or tasks; temporal constraints or orders, periods and time spans

� the personal importance of the message to the user.

Examples for combinations of these aspects might include monthly invoices of an elec-
tric power company or messages from friends the user met in Berlin. If these aspects
in�uence the foldering scheme of a speci�c user, they need to be remodeled in order to
automatically suggest the correct folder. Unlike in many text classi�cation tasks, features
from completely di�erent aspects might be the determining factors between folders. We
expect that a good classi�er has to cover all these aspects in order to generalize the user's
foldering scheme.

The foldering schemes are not only di�erent for each user, a single user might apply mul-
tiple, completely di�erent schemes to the same mailbox by classifying certain messages
by topic and others by time or by organization. It is a well-known fact that one folder is
usually not precise enough for any email [23] and most users are unsure about their par-
ticular own foldering schemes [34]. However, users are not ready yet for multi-tagging:
a study from 2008 revealed that only 7% of email users would use multi-tagging [58],
if it was available. Assisting the users with their own foldering scheme becomes even
more important. Furthermore, users have already expressed their distrust of automatic
foldering [24]. So it is important for this kind of program to be able to turn this function
on and o� per folder. When the user adds a new folder, the algorithm should not need
to be retrained on the whole dataset, because training usually is a very time-consuming
calculation. Adding a folder can be a very frequent operation: In the case of our dataset
beck-s (see chapter 5), there was within a 2-year period, a new folder created almost
every week. A weekly retraining of a larger document collection is unlikely to be accepted
by users. Thus, this type of automatic foldering program needs to o�er online learning
capabilities with regards to the creation of new folders.

An automatic foldering program would provide the user with a ranked list of suggested
folders, able to base each suggestion on a feature set that is individual to the speci�c
folder.

The following further di�erences exist between general text classi�cation and automatic
email foldering and thus pose special challenges to this task:

class imbalance and sparse data - Class imbalance and sparse data pose the main prob-
lem of automatic email foldering. While most mailboxes tend to have a giant folder
that contains almost everything, the important messages are kept in relatively small
folders. Because of their important content, a classi�er has to be most sensitive
towards those small folders. This contradicts the common practice in machine
learning to assume that a prior folder probability can be learned from the folder
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1.2 Contribution

sizes in the training set. The training data might be not suitable for this purpose
because a folder could suddenly grow in the future. Newly created folders might
be of any size, or folders that have been out of use for some time may suddenly be-
come regular folders. It is far more important for the classi�er to correctly predict
small classes than to predict large and unimportant classes. In contrast, in many
traditional text classi�cation problems, the class distribution remains constant. As
such, we experiment with di�erent priors in section 6.4. A heterogeneous foldering
scheme may require many features in order to be remodeled adequately. This leads
to an e�ect known in machine learning as the Curse of Dimensionality. The more
features are used, the larger the training set needs to be. The size of the training
sets is very limited in email classi�cation.

topic drift - Email folders may be subject to topic drift. Over time, the use of folders
changes. Folders may only be valid for a certain time. For example, a folder that
was originally created for a business opportunity could become a client or project
folder.

cross-language mailboxes - Text classi�cation has traditionally been seen as a language-
dependent task. However, in email archives, di�erent natural languages might
appear within the same class. While most research focuses on automatic foldering
of English-language mailboxes, we also include private multi-language mailboxes in
our experiments.

multi-foldering by copy - Assigning a message to multiple folders is unsupported by the
majority of the email clients. However, some users simply copy their messages,
which means that they are included within multiple folders. This leads to exact
duplicates being members of di�erent classes.

1.2 Contribution

The main contribution of this thesis is the proposition and de�nition of contextual fea-
tures and their evaluation on multiple datasets. While most of these features have been
mentioned before, they have never been used jointly for the purpose of automatic foldering
(Some have been used for virus or spam detection and for personal email prioritization.).
The impact of contextual features on the classi�cation accuracy is evaluated with our
own C# .NET application.

To our knowledge, this is the �rst work on email classi�cation that compares the accuracy
across multiple publicly available, real-world datasets of more than a single origin: The
Enron corpus can be downloaded by everyone. Our other dataset is Ben Shneiderman's
Email Collection. Ben Shneiderman provides his collection to interested scientists upon
agreeing to his terms of use. So unlike other publications, our results are of general
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validity and can be reproduced by any scientist.

Furthermore, we propose and evaluate settings to process the contextual features. One
of the settings is the one-over-all ensemble, in which each folder is represented by a
particular binary classi�er. In the course of evaluating the feature selection results, we
demonstrate how email forensics or historians can investigate the characteristics of large
unknown email archives.

1.3 Structure of this thesis

In the �rst chapter, we outline our contribution and describe the challenges speci�c to
automatic email foldering. An explanation of the notation and of basic concepts follows.
In chapter 2, we provide an overview over related research on email, text classi�cation
and graph clustering. Subsequently, in chapter 3 we describe the architecture of our
experimentation, evaluation and classi�cation system. It also includes a brief descrip-
tion of the employed learning algorithms. In chapter 4 it is explained how we extract
contextual features from email archives. A detailed description of the datasets is given
in chapter 5, including data characterization metrics and the preprocessing steps. The
6th chapter documents our experiments with email classi�cation and feature selection.
We initially provide some case studies on email folders, the features that constitute them
and then evaluate how feature selection performs with regards to our expectations. We
compare the classi�cation accuracies achieved with a baseline set of features and contex-
tual features. Finally, chapter 7 draws conclusions on the utility of contextual features
for email classi�cation.

1.4 Basic concepts and notation

Through the course of this thesis, f will denominate a folder, x a feature, κ a feature
extractor and m a message. Technical names (class names, function names) are written
in typewriter font. Folder names are written in �quoted italic�. We use #P and
|P | to denote the cardinality of a set P . P(S) is the power set of S. The software
architecture sketches are either drawn as Uni�ed Modeling Language class diagrams
[30] or Fundamental Modeling Concepts block or layer diagrams [40]. Although we are
usually speaking about feature frequency that is not limited to term frequency, we write
tf anyways.

De�nition 1. A mailbox B = (M,F, f, PI) is speci�ed by the set of all messages M
and the set of all folders F . PI is the list of email addresses of the mailbox owner.
Section 5.6 describes how we acquire this list from a mailbox. A folder is a set of
messages. Although folders might be hierarchically structured, in this thesis we do not
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1.4 Basic concepts and notation

treat nested folders di�erently. Let f be the total function that associates messages with
folders, so that (f(m) = fi)↔ (m ∈ fi).

De�nition 2. X is the set of all possible features. X ⊆ X denominates a set of features.
The vocabulary V with V ⊆ X is the set of all features that appear in the mailbox.
The features are provided by feature extractors K = {κ1, .., κ|K|) that are explained in
chapter 4.

Let X be the function for the set of features for either a given folder or a message with
a speci�c set of feature extractors:

X : (M ∪ F )× P(K)→ P(X)

If in X(f,K) the f denotes a folder f ∈ F , then the feature set of this folder is the union
of the feature sets of the messages in f :

X(f, κ) =
⋃
mi∈f

X(mi, κ).

De�nition 3. The set of participants P of a mailbox is implicitly given by a feature
extractor κP that extracts the persons involved as senders or receivers from each message.
The function P : M → P(P ) speci�es the participants of an email and is given by
P (m) = X(m,κP ). In this work, we make no di�erence between persons and email
addresses, limited to the owner of a mailbox, who possesses all email addresses given in
PI .

De�nition 4. A classi�er y is a function that assigns a class value to a given input
instance. The input instances are the messages and the classes are the folders, so that

y : M → F.

Because an automatic foldering program should suggest a list of folders, the actual output
is a list of folders ranked by probability. The scores that compose the ranking are provided
by functions of the following name and form:

score : M × F → R.

The score function might internally use arbitrary feature extractors and calculations.
Then the classi�cation result is given by the folder of the highest probability:

y(m) = argmaxf∈F score(m, f),

that treats all folders known from training as candidate folders. argmaxL is the function
that returns the maximum value of the provided list L.
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2 Related Research

2 Related Research

The research related to this thesis includes general email research as well as publications
about the datasets used for evaluation (Enron and Ben Shneiderman's Email Archive).
Furthermore, to extract the contextual information from messages, research from the
�elds of social network analysis and linguistics is used. General works about machine
learning help to cope with the problems of class imbalance and feature sparsity.

2.1 General email research

The term �email overload� has been coined by Whittaker and Sidner in 1996 [60]. It refers
to the usage of emails beyond the original design purposes. For example, email archives
are used as �le cabinets. With regards to foldering they identify three strategies for
managing email: �no �lers�, �spring cleaners� (cleaning every 1-3 months) and �frequent
�lers�, ranging from the regular management of 11 to up to 71 folders in the average.
Also, they establish the term of �failed folders� for folders with less than three items or
too big and unwieldy folders. Whittaker describes �ling as a cognitively di�cult task.

In 2000, Bälter provided a detailed analysis of email message organization [3, 2]. Among
his �ndings are: The optimal amount of folders is 30, it allows for quickest search. More
experienced email users often have more than 30 folders. Full text search is not used
often, sorting is preferred.

In 2001, Ducheneaut and Belotti [23] analyzed the role email plays in daily work. Among
other �ndings, they emphasize that 72% of users manage their email inbox as a to-do
list and also resend items to themselves. 83% leave messages in their inbox as task
reminders. They claim that the mayor motivation behind keeping a - sometimes even
nested - folder structure is to avoid scrolling, as a reaction to limited screen height. This
idea corresponds well to the amount of 30 folders.

In their 2005 study, Ducheneaut and Watts [24] provide an extensive overview over the
email research of the last decade. They summarize that email clients do not support the
user in archiving email attachments, although people tend to use email as a �le cabinet.
Neither are social contextual information about the email sender and receivers shown
to the user. They also mention that an automatic email �ling might not be helpful for
the purpose of re�nding email, because users remember categories better if they actually
folder themselves. They criticize that the role of email in work�ows remains unsupported
by email software. Ducheneaut also comments on the concept of failed folders, mentioning
that these are folders that were created for a single message and only used once, then
never again.
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Tyler and Tang propose the notion of a �responsiveness image� that the sender mentally
maintains for the email receivers [59]. It includes assumptions about when they are
online, how long they take to answer and how certain an answer is. Tyler also claims
that emails are often marked as urgent with keywords in the subject or other header
�elds. Tang, Wilcox et al.documented in their 2008 study on bluemail [58] whether users
prefer folders, tags or threads for message organization and how these mechanisms might
be integrated (Threads are messages that got composed in succession to each other, as a
reply or forwarded.). Their �nding is that especially the use of threads and (multi-)tags
for message organization pose yet unsolved challenges to the user interface design. In
their 2009 study, Tang et al.[57] present results from monitoring email usage across a
large transnational company. They focus on national di�erences between almost 14,000
users of 29 countries. Their �nding is that Europeans tend to �le more emails into folders
than others, with Austrians at the top. According to their �ndings, the average Austrian
maintains a structure of more than 110 folders and �les 70% of his messages. In contrast,
the average Mexican only folders 25% of his messages into about 30 folders.

In their 2006 research, Dabbish and Kraut [20] look at the factors that lead to email
overload - which they consider as email related stress - in contrast to Whittaker's de�ni-
tion [60]. They state that using emails beyond the original design purpose leads to more
messages than users can handle. Thus, email overload also denominates information
overload caused by emails. They collected questionnaires completed by 3900 individuals
and showed that fewer items in the inbox lead to less stress. Users with many folders
reported to su�er most from email overload.

2.2 Classi�cation and analysis of emails with contextual features

Drezde proposed conjunctions of deictic features such as the sender domain, involvement
of mailing lists and email behaviors for predicting which messages need a reply [22]. He
compared the classi�cation accuracy to that achieved with a set of baseline features and
found out that with deictic features, a much better generalization can be achieved.

Klimt and Yang summarize that experiments have already shown that features such as
the message size, the number of message recipients or the amount of characters in the
message body are not helpful for email classi�cation [39].

2.2.1 Email behaviors

The following works report on features that are commonly known under the term email
behaviors. It summarizes all behaviors of email users that are not explicitly textually
expressed.
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Martin et al.[45] discuss an extensive list of behavioral features for the detection of mal-
ware. They use the Enron corpus to �nd worms in it. Features they propose are technical
(presence of HTML, Javascript, embedded images, hyperlinks, attachments) and some
involve contextual information in order to recognize deviations from the user's normal
behavior. These features include the average number of words in the subject or body,
and the ratio of emails with and without attachments. They compared the performance
of their features in combination with Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines and
found out that the number and combination of the selected features is most important.
Stolfo [41] proposed email behavior pro�les mainly for the use of virus detection. Those
pro�les are composed of metrics such as user clique, recipient frequency and others.

Neustaedter et al. [49] introduced SNARF - the Social Network and Relationship Finder.
SNARF has the aim of helping in email triage. Their system collects social metrics from
the personal email archive and shows these information to the user. An example of such
metrics for a person is the ratio of received emails vs. sent emails.

Karagiannis and Vojnovic [35] performed a three-month study in a large enterprise to
�nd out which email features determine if an email will be responded to. They also
evaluate suggesting new friends from implicit social graphs derived from emails. Their
result is that the list of email receivers and message size are the most useful features.
Another useful feature they found is the �Time Since Receiver's Last Email Activity�.

2.2.2 Temporal patterns and rhythms

With regards to automatic email foldering, Kiritchenko and Matwin [36] have shown
that the classi�cation quality heavily depends on the learning method, and that Support
Vector Machines (SVM) outperform Naive Bayes classi�cation. In a later work [37], they
researched on temporal features. They improved classi�cation accuracy by up to 20% by
extracting temporal patterns from emails. They used these patterns as additional features
for email representation to SVMs. Those sequential temporal patterns are de�ned as
foldering events and the time which passes between these events. The mentioned patterns
are subscription (same folder, same time interval) and bunches (multiple items for the
same folder arriving at the same time). Simple temporal features such as the day of the
week were evaluated to not positively contribute to the performance.

Shneiderman et al.[51] use The Shneiderman Archive [55] and Shneiderman's personal
expertise to study �relationship rhythms�. They de�ne the rhythm of a relationship
as the time series of the number of messages exchanged in subsequent time segments
of a certain granularity. For example, the number of messages exchanged between the
mailbox owner and a speci�c person in subsequent years is their relationship rhythm.
They extract those rhythms and apply them to hierarchical clustering. The publication
includes a detailed description of Ben Shneiderman's email archive. On the same dataset,
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Elsayed proposed a graph-based approach for Identity Resolution[25]. He investigated
how persons mentioned in email texts could be automatically linked to persons from the
address book through the use of Named Entity Resolution and matching of person names
to email addresses. He found a context expansion method most useful.

Horvitz et al.[31] introduce their prototype COORDINATE, which forecasts the o�ce
hours of persons from emails and other sources of information. An availability model
predicts the temporal presence of persons and allows to suggest meeting times when
everybody is supposed to be present.

2.2.3 Emails as tasks and work�ow activities

Drezde, Tau and Kushmerick proposed to classify emails into activities [21]. This covers
one of the possible aspects, which might have used to folder their email. They argue
that, as the same activities are commonly performed by the same set of persons, a high
correlation of common persons within emails indicates equal activity types. Latent Se-
mantic Indexing (LSI) is used in their research to assign topics to emails. They conclude
that for the task for email activity classi�cation, the combination of LSI and the set of
email participants outperform traditional bag-of-words classi�cation.

Minkov, Balasubramanyan and Cohen [48] also try to classify emails into activities.
They derive tasks from the Enron corpus and compare a vector space model, TF-IDF
and a graph-walk based approach for classi�cation (TF-IDF is a term weighting statistic
that re�ects the importance of a term to a document in relation to the entire corpus.).
They also consider multi-tagging and collect folders which appear within multiple user's
mailboxes in order to gather multi-tagged messages. In their study, TF-IDF outperforms
the two other approaches.

Winograd and Flores proposed a generic �ow model of a Conversation For Action [61].
It is a �nite state automate that explains the grammar of speech acts. A speech act is the
linguistic term to describe that utterances themselves are actions [1]. Examples are verbs
such as propose, deliver or commit. Some emails represent speech acts: They might
be inquiries, commands, information deliveries or demands for further action on behalf
of the receiver. By being able to associate an email to a speech act, it is also possible
to identify the state of an email conversation as speci�ed in Conversation For Action.
Cohen and Carvalho report on approaches for classifying emails into speech acts [7].
Their approach classi�es emails into tuples of very limited sets of verbs (deliver, commit,
request, propose, amend) and nouns (meeting, data, opinion). Mentioning Winograd's
and Cohen's publications, Scerri et al.[54] propose the model of a Speech Act Work�ow
in Email Conversation. Furthermore, they explain how the participating persons can be
incorporated into their work�ow framework.
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2.3 Enron corpus research

The following is a summary of research done on the Enron corpus. It is a large set of email
archives of the Enron Corp. For a detailed description of the dataset, see section 5.

Klimt and Yang introduced the Enron corpus in 2004 by providing an intial analysis [39].
They compare the email classi�cation performance on their CMU corpus and the En-
ron corpus and show they are both representable for common users. They test the
performance of SVMs exclusively trained on from, to/cc, subject or body �elds and
a combined classi�er (linear combination of the aforementioned), that outperform the
individual classi�ers.

Itaya of NEC CCIL [32] proposed an email communication model and showed the amount
and timings of response messages are comparable within their organization and at En-
ron's. They indicate that those joint features might be intrinsic properties of human
behavior.

McCallum, Bekkerman and Huang [5] performed comparative experiments on automatic
foldering of the seven Enron mailboxes and on their SRI corpus. They apply prepro-
cessing to the Enron corpus that has subsequently been used in this publication and
by di�erent other researchers. Their preprocessed Enron dataset can be downloaded
from [15]. It includes seven large Enron mailboxes on which research currently focuses.
They are used in [48, 21, 32, 56, 22]. The mailboxes are those of Susan Beck (beck-s),
Vince Kaminski (kaminski-v), Luise Kitchen (kitchen-l), Darren Farmer (farmer-d),
Williams (williams-w3), Richard Sanders (sanders-r) and Michelle Lokay (lokay-m).
As this dataset is widely adopted, we also use it and describe its details in section 5.6.
Bekkerman et al.also argued that the standard way of distributing data randomly over
training and test sets increases classi�er accuracy in an �unnatural� way. Therefore, they
proposed a time-based training/test split method3. Their report includes the precision
for the latter mentioned evaluation method. They used traditional bag-of-words feature
vectors and showed that the SVM of their mallet toolkit [46] outperforms Maximum
Entropy, Winnow and Naive Bayes.

Tam et al. provide extensive classi�cation results [56] on the seven Enron mailboxes.
They evaluated di�erent learning, feature selection and feature weighting methods. They
found out that the best feature weighting method for the classi�cation task is TF-IDF,
the best feature selection technique is supervised Information Gain, and the best classi�er
is a majority vote over a SVM trained on the body, a SVM trained over the subject and
a SVM trained over the email participants. They de�ne the majority vote as the class
that most classi�ers vote for. They compared Naive Bayes, mallet 's L-BFGS-driven
Maximum Entropy classi�er [46] and LibLinear's implementation of Logistic Regression
[26]. Maximum Entropy L-BFGS (limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno

3We discuss our sampling strategy in section 3.7.2.
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algorithm) is a learning method that performs especially well on sparse data, in contrast
to the more commonly used Generalized Iterative Scaling method, as Malouf found out
[43]. Currently, there is no L-BFGS Maximum Entropy implementation available for the
.NET platform. Tam et al. found out that Maximum Entropy L-BFGS outperforms
SVMs when using the same set of features.

2.4 Social network analysis for email

The successively presented works focus on the clustering of social networks. Social net-
works are graphs that describe the relationships (edges) between persons (vertices).

Newman and Girvan [28] proposed a clustering method for social networks. It is based
on Freeman's �Betweenness-centrality� [27] of communication links. The Betweenness of
an edge is de�ned as the ratio between all shortest paths between all vertices in the graph
and the amount of those paths that contain the particular edge. The intuition behind
this measure is that independent groups communicate through very few but strong links.
This type of link might be represented by an edge that is on many of the shortest paths
of the group's vertices. Removing such edges of high Betweenness hopefully results in
independent connected components that represent meaningful groups. Newman-Girvan
clustering requires the computation of all shortest paths, or the computation of the
Betweenness-centrality of each edge. In a graph G = (V,E), the Betweennesses can be
computed in O(|V ||E|) with Brandes' algorithm [6]. Brandes states that the computation
of all shortest paths has a time complexity of O(|V |3). So Brandes' algorithm is suitable
for very sparsly connected graphs such as social networks with few links.

Ordering emails by the personal importance of the mailbox owner is called personalized
email prioritization. Moon et al.[63] studied the e�ect of using Girvan-Newman clustering
for personalized email prioritization. They trained Support Vector Machines to classify
emails into �ve importance levels. They created a combined feature vector of document
terms and social information. In comparison to the document term vector, the usage of
social information in the combined vector reduced their classi�cation error up to 10%.

Jonathan Cohen introduced �trusses� [12] as subgraphs suitable for social network clus-
tering. K-trusses only contain edges that form at least k triangles with other edges of the
truss. These components are very similar to cliques, but can be computed in polynomial
time, whilst �nding all maximal cliques remains an NP complete problem. A parallelized
version of his algorithm for MapReduce on Hadoop exists [13].

Email Communities of Interest is a clustering approach by Johanson et alli [33]. The
edges of the graph represent messages exchanged between persons, who represent the
vertices. They also address the issue of community memberships changing over time by
adapting the edge weight with regard to the message age and the number of messages
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exchanged. They claimed that the ability to detect community memberships would be
useful for email prioritization and spam �ltering.

Roth et al.[53] showed how the implicit social graph of an email archive can be used
to suggest friends on a social network. They accessed Google Mail accounts for their
research. To extract the social graph, they collect the sender and all recipients of a
message. This set of persons forms a hypergraph vertex that links to the email recipients.
The email recipients are represented as individual vertices. The resultant graph is similar
to that of Johansen's Community of Interest [33], with edges indicating the number of
messages exchanged between the users. An interaction rank between users and groups
is then computed to suggest new friends.

2.5 Classi�cation of sparse data in imbalanced classes

In 1996, Cohen proposed to use the automatic rule induction system RIPPER [14] in
order to create email classi�ers. The main di�erence between rule sets and conventional
classi�er models is that the rule sets can be expressed and complemented by human users.
However, the accuracy with RIPPER is poor in comparison to Naive Bayes, as Provost
showed [52].

Klement investigated [38] how under-sampling with a voted ensemble of classi�ers can
shift the focus of probabilistic classi�ers towards a minority class. Their experiments are
performed on medical data, where class imbalance also is a severe problem. The class that
designates an illness is usually the minority class, and classi�ers are required to be more
sensitive about the smaller class. They showed that the obvious solution of adjusting
the classi�cation threshold towards a uniform distribution of classes is outperformed by
using under-sampling and an ensemble.

In their book Elements of Information Theory [17], Thomas and Cover gave detailed de-
scriptions on the Mutual Information method for feature selection. Manning et al.describe
how Mutual Information is used in the context of text classi�cation [44].

2.6 Multi-class document classi�cation with Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines are binary vector space classi�ers. To implement multi-class
classi�cation, Manning et al. described the �one-versus-all� (OVA) approach [44]. OVA
means that per class an individual classi�er is trained, joining an ensemble of classi�ers.
Structural SVMs can perform multi-class classi�cation quicker than OVA. Crammer and
Singer described how to include this extension directly into the SVM [18]. Their approach
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is implemented in LibLinear. Fan et al.described their LibLinear Logistic Regression
classi�er in [26].

Yoo et al. tried di�erent strategies of composite binary classi�ers for categorizing email
into �ve priority levels [62]. They evaluated OVA (one-versus-all), OVO (one-versus-one)
and binary decision tree setups with Support Vector Regression and Regularized Linear
Regression. Their motivation was to overcome a limitation of multi-class Support Vector
Regression: These approaches are limited to parallel decision hyperplanes in order to
separate the classes. This one-model-assumption might not hold on all datasets. They
discovered that the one-model-assumption does not hold for the task of personalized
email prioritization. Also, they showed that OVO outperforms OVA.
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3 System Description

We designed and implemented a complete email classi�cation and evaluation system
keck4 that interfaces with a variety of state-of-the-art classi�ers. In this section, we
document the system and explain some of the most important design decisions and their
impact on the experiment design.

3.1 Document classi�cation systems - a quick overview

The task of a text classi�cation system is to predict classes for documents. Typically,
it executes the following process: First, a classi�er is trained with a training set. The
training set includes documents and their corresponding classes. By training, a model
is created, that contains information about how to map documents to classes. The aim
of presenting multiple documents at training time is that the classi�er generalizes the
mapping. Such a generalized model would �t for unknown instances, too. It is called
�prediction�, when the classi�er assigns classes to (untrained) documents based on the
information in the model. In order to compute performance metrics, a test set is required.
The test set and the training set have to be disjoint. The correct classes of the documents
in the test set are known, but they are withheld from the classi�er. Then the classi�er
is used to predict the classes of the test set documents. These predicted classes are
compared to the correct classes. The result of the comparison can be used to calculate
performance metrics. Those metrics express the accuracy of the classi�er. If a classi�er
yields high accuracy on the training data and low accuracy on the test data, then it has
insu�ciently generalized the classi�cation problem. This is called over-�tting, and the
model rather describes the training set than the classi�cation problem.

In order for a classi�er to process a document, features need to be extracted. Thus,
feature extraction creates a document representation for the classi�er. Through the
process of feature selection, only a certain set of features is included in the document
representation. Feature selection algorithms calculate the putative best feature set based
on feature utility scores. Document representations have to be computed the same way
during training and prediction.

Most classi�ers are binary classi�ers that can only predict whether a document belongs
to a particular class. This prediction is usually expressed by a predicted probability,
that can also be interpreted as a con�dence value. In order to implement multi-class
classi�cation, lots of strategies have been proposed. Most of them involve the combination
of multiple binary classi�ers (classi�er ensembles). One of those strategies is one-over-all

4The Kontextual Email Classi�Kation toolkit can be downloaded from http://www.lebensland.de/

keck.
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(OVA). In OVA, each class is represented by an individual classi�er. In such a setup, the
classi�cation system has to compute a �winner� of the multiple sub classi�ers.

3.2 Architectural overview

Keck is a Microsoft .NET C# 4.0 application. It consists of two parts: the generic
experimentation framework Kecksperiments and the Keck.App that is speci�c to email
classi�cation.

Kecksperiments is our generic classi�cation and experimentation framework. The frame-
work could be used for any classi�cation problem. It includes:

� wrappers to external classi�cation toolkits such as LibLinear, LibSVM, SharpEn-
tropy, AForge

� implementations of classi�ers: Naive Bayes, TF-IDF
� feature selection algorithms: Chi-squared and Mutual Information
� interfaces for the composition of arbitrarily combined classi�ers, using di�erent
combination functions or an one-over-all (OVA) ensemble setup as described in
section 3.6

� graph processing functions and a facade to QuickGraph [11], allowing for simple
graph operations and shortest path calculation

� cross validation functions including training, testing, data partitioning and output
of results and logs to the local �lesystem.

The Keck.App contains email-speci�c functions:

� domain objects: classes EmailMessage, Participant and Folder and data storage
(SQLite)

� data import and preprocessing routines for converting maildir and mbox data into
a SQLite database as described in section 5.6.

� user interface to browse and explore mailboxes and visualize detailed statistics
� feature extractors for email data, as described in section 4.

Data �ow

Our evaluation application stores email data in a SQLite database �le. SQLite is a
�le-based relational database management system available for multiple platforms. It
implements SQL and o�ers fulltext-indexes. We consider it as an appropriate technology
for locally storing emails. Multiple data formats can be imported by our application: the
Enron corpus (maildir) and Shneiderman's Archive (mbox) were converted into SQLite
�les. The application can read those database �les that contain emails and folders. We
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keep a globally unique identi�er (GUID) for each message. Figure 1 illustrates the import
procedure.

Figure 1: Data import paths for multiple email formats. The mailbox private-ml

was in Outlook format. Ben Shneiderman's format contains multiple messages
concatenated into a single �le (mbox), so that each �le is a folder. The Enron
�les are available in maildir format.

Having opened a dataset, the user can choose from a variety of classi�cation algorithms.
A single algorithm or any combination can be selected. The user also can choose any
combination of feature extractors. Feature selection can then be performed in order to
reduce the dimensionality of the classi�cation problem. Figure 2 is a FMC block diagram
that depicts the entire processing pipeline of our system.
The evaluation application performs then the classi�cation embedded in an n-fold cross
validation. The predicition results of the n disjoint test data sets are concatenated into
a predicition �le until there is a prediction for each row of the database. This �le is then
used for paired t-test together with other prediction �les of the dataset.

3.3 Document representation and feature extraction framework

The purpose of the feature extraction framework is to generate a representation of email
messages for the classi�cation algorithm. The better this representation is, the more the
classi�er can take advantage of it. The extractors are described in detail in chapter 4. All
feature extractors implement the interface IFeatureExtractor. This interface declares
that:

� Each feature has a name and a value: If a feature is present, its value is 1. The
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Figure 2: Processing pipeline of the classi�cation and evaluation framework. The test
set predictions are stored to perform paired t-tests. The performance metrics
are documented in section 3.7.1. The feature selection functionality is hidden:
It is implemented as a facade for feature extractors. The cross validation (see
section 3.7.2) accesses disjoint partitions of samples. Those partitions are used
for training, testing and parameter tuning.

value of an absent feature is 0.
� For a given EmailMessage, the feature extractor returns either a list or a set of
features. The feature extractor might either include the zero-valued absent features
or exclude them.

� If the features are given in a list rather than a set, the same feature might be
contained multiple times. This way the feature frequency can be encoded.

� Before actually extracting features from emails, the entire (training) corpus is pre-
sented to the feature extractor, so it can derive information from training data.
For example, the EmailBehaviorExtractor can store the date of �rst appearance
of persons in the corpus. Later, this information can be used to create a feature
about whether the sender of an incoming message was already known before.
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3.3.1 Vector space representation of messages

The feature extractors generate feature lists or sets that may be in arbitrary orders.
Vector space classi�cation requires to transform the feature sets into feature vectors.
The class FilteredFeatureExtractor performs this conversion. It is initialized with a
�xed-order list of feature names of any IFeatureExtractor. The list indexes of these
feature names associate them with the output feature vector indexes. For example, the
FilteredFeatureExtractor might be instantiated with a list consisting of two feature
descriptions:

� feature extractor PunctuationExtractor - feature �subject contains hypen�
� feature extractor TermsExtractor - feature �subject contains term meeting�

When the feature set is about to be retrieved from the FilteredFeatureExtractor, it
�rst retrieves the feature sets from the un�ltered sub feature extractors. Their results
are assembled into the feature vector. In the example above, it returns a 2-dimensional
feature vector v = (v1, v2) with v1 being the feature value of PunctuationExtractor

(hypen) and v2 being the feature value of TermsExtractor (meeting) for the particular
message.

3.3.2 Feature extractors interface with feature selection and feature weighting

The FilteredFeatureExtractor can be initialized with a �lter list of n features that
has been generated by feature selection. This way, it will return vectors of the selected
features. Additionally, the FilteredFeatureExtractor can be initialized with a vector
w = (v1, .., vn) of feature weights. When feature weights have been set, instead of emitting
a feature vector (v1, ..., vn) per sample, the extractor would emit the vector of weighted
features (v1w1, ..., vnwn).

3.4 Feature selection

Feature selection means to exclude speci�c features from the representation of the sam-
ples. Traditionally, this has been done for the sake of quicker computation. Additionally,
the Curse of Dimensionality states that the more features are used, the more training
samples are requires. Furthermore, irrelevant features might add noise to the training
data, worsening a classi�ers performance. The selection of features determines how the
message is represented to the classi�ers. Figure 3 illustrates the concepts of feature se-
lection, a shared feature set and individual feature sets. In the case of automatic email
foldering, the foldering scheme might be so diverse that a di�erent set of features suits
every folder best. This has been implemented as an ensemble of classi�ers. For each
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Figure 3: Individual or shared features sets: An incoming email message is repre-
sented di�erently with regards to the chosen feature selection mode (individual
feature sets per folder or a shared feature set) and the amount of features. (+)
and (-) mark whether the features are present or absent in the folder/email.
The features used in this example are terms, persons and time slots. 29
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class, an individual classi�er is trained and uses its individually selected set of features.
The use of an individual feature set per class is an extension to the approach of tradi-
tional one-versus-all (OVA) classi�cation. Typically, all binary classi�ers use the same
document representation for all classes. In email classi�cation, there are so small and
heterogeneous classes that it does not always seem feasible to gather a meaningful feature
set that covers all classes. Individual feature sets may be smaller than a shared feature
set and thus reduce the required size of the training sets.

3.4.1 Mutual Information

The expected Mutual Information is also known by the names Information Gain or
Conditional Entropy. It denominates the conditional entropy of feature f in class c. The
condition is the class membership. We use Manning's equation as documented in [44].
When there is no dependency between the class and the feature, the Mutual Information
is zero.

The Mutual Information is calculated for each feature x (of a speci�c feature extractor
κ) and each class f with regard to a corpus B = (M,F, f, PI). Each message m is
represented as a set of features X(m,κ) = {x1, .., xn}. MI(x, f) is 5 the feature utility of
feature x for the discrimination of messages belonging to class f . It can be calculated as
shown in equation 1, which is taken from [44]:

(1)MI(x, f) =
N11

|M |
log2

|M |·N11

(N10 +N11)(N01 +N11)
+
N01

|M |
log2

|M |·N01

(N00 +N01)(N01 +N11)

+
N10

|M |
log2

|M |·N10

(N10 +N11)(N00 +N10)
+
N00

|M |
log2

|M |·N00

(N00 +N01)(N00 +N10)

The N∗∗ used in equation 1 are abbreviations for N∗∗(x, f). They can be calculated
when knowing the feature frequency tfx,f and the folder sizes given by |f |. N10 is the
amount of messages m /∈ f so that x ∈ X(m). N11 is the amount of messages m ∈ f and
x ∈ X(m). N01 is the amount of messages m ∈ f and x /∈ X(m). N00 is the amount of
messages m /∈ f and f /∈ X(m). The calculation of the feature frequency tf is explained
in listing 1. We used the following relationships between the N -functions:

N11(x, f) = tfx,f N10(x, f) =
∑

fi∈F\{f}

N11(x, fi)

N01(x, f) = |f |−N11(x, f) N00(x, f) = |M |−|f |−N10(x, f)

5In Manning's book it is written with reference to their probabilistic interpretation as I(U ;C).
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3.4 Feature selection

Figure 4: Classi�er ensemble and individual feature selection: This �gure de-
picts the relationships between caller and callee. An ensemble classi�er is
composite of individual binary classi�ers. Each binary classi�er might con-
sume a di�erent feature set. Each individual feature set is provided by a
FilteredFeatureExtractor. The FeatureSelectingFeatureExtractor com-
putes the feature utility using Mutual Information and then provides each
BinaryClassifier with its corresponding FilteredFeatureExtractor. The
FilteredFeatureExtractor is initialized with the feature set for its category.
It collects the actual feature values from the concrete feature extractors at the
bottom.

3.4.2 Implementation of feature selection

Our implementation of feature selection with Mutual Information takes as input the
number n and a list of feature extractors κ. It then calculates the feature utility of
all features provided by the extractors and emits the top-n most utile features. The
calculation of the feature utilities of each feature for each folder is very expansive. To
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speed up calculation, we consider no more than 200 random instances of each class. We
did not notice any decline in performance due to this constraint. The value of 200 was
chosen because it is safely larger than the threshold that marks failed folders.

3.4.3 Selecting an individual feature set for each folder

In our implementation, a class named FeatureSelectingFeatureExtractor (FSFE) im-
plements the feature selection and exposes its results as a vector space feature extractor.
Since the feature utility depends both on the feature and on the category, the FSFE
consumer needs to specify a category to the FSFE. A classi�er ensemble that has an
individual sub classi�er for each class needs to specify the folder for each binary classi�er
before retrieving the feature utility value. The FSFE will then return the utility value
of each feature in the speci�ed category.

Listing 1 shows the algorithm that provides an individual feature set for each folder,
containing the n most utile features. It works by storing the feature frequencies (tf) per
feature extractor κ and storing which features appear in which folder (X[f ]) (line 8 and
9). For keeping those data structures in memory, the C# hash table implementation
Dictionary has proven too memory consuming. We are using a SortedList sorted by
hash codes instead. The algorithm then computes all feature utility values Uf,x for all
folders f ∈ F and features of the current feature extractor κi (line 15). Then the top n
features are emitted (line 23). Hash table U is depicted in table 1.

feature6 folder utility

extractor PR feature �sender#michael.leben@uni-potsdam.de� �private� 1.2
extractor PR feature �sender#michael.leben@uni-potsdam.de� �jobs� 0.8
extractor TSRel feature �month June� �private� 0.7
... ... ...

Table 1: Hash table Uf,x ∈ R stores the utility values of each feature per folder.

3.4.4 Selecting a shared feature set for all folders of a dataset

In a traditional multi-class classi�er setup, it is required that the same feature set is
used for each category. All decision boundaries are formed within the same model.
In order to provide such a shared feature set, we compute the top n utile features
across all categories. The FSFE implements this functionality in a method named
GetGloballyMostDiscriminativeFeatures. It returns a FilteredFeatureExtractor

that creates feature vectors from the selected top n features. When called to compute

6Only hash codes of these values are stored.
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3.4 Feature selection

Algorithm 1 Feature selection for individual feature sets
Require: the number of features n, a set of feature extractors K = {κ1, ..., κ|K|}, a set

of messages M , a set of folders F = {f1, .., f|F |}, so that every message m ∈M is in
exactly one folder f(m) ∈ F .

1: function ComputeFeatureUtilities(M,F,K, n)
2: for all κi ∈ K do . iterate over all feature extractors
3: tf← [,] . initialize term frequency table
4: X ← ∅ . initialize class features set
5: for all m ∈M do . all messages
6: f ← f(m) . folder of the current message
7: for all x ∈ X(κi,m) do . all features
8: tf[f, x]← tf[f, x] + 1 . increment term frequency
9: X[f ]← X[f ] ∪ {x} . append x to the features of f
10: end for
11: end for
12: U ← [, , ] . create empty table of folder, feature, feature utility triples
13: for all f ∈ F do . all folders
14: for all x ∈ X[f ] do . all features of f
15: U [f, x]←MI(x, f) . calculate MI (uses the tf table)
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for . end of �for all extractors�
19: for all f ∈ F do . all folders
20: t← U [f ].values.sortDescending().elementAt(n) . utility value of nth feature
21: for all (x, u) ∈ U [f ] do . all utility values for f
22: if u ≥ t then
23: emit (f, x, u) . emit feature description triplet
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: end function
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3 System Description

the top n features, our feature selection collects at least n
m features for each of the m

categories. If there is a remainder to n
m , we use it to store more features until reaching

n features. Also duplicate features are counted only once so that more than the top n
m

features might be collected for each category. This way we make sure that always at
least n features are returned and that each category is represented.

Listing 2 show the algorithm used to select the n most utile features of all folders. It
�rst computes the feature sets of all folders, which contains up to |F |∗n features. Of
those n features shall be selected. The actual amount of unique features returned by
ComputeFeatureUtilities (listing 1) is between n and |F |∗n, depending on how many
features are selected for more than one folder. This amount might not be divisible by
|F | (see line 4), so that less (p ∗ |F |) features would be returned. The actual amount
of features returned by GetGloballyMostImportantFeatures will always be the same
across all experiments given the same dataset, although it might be slightly di�erent
from the speci�ed amount n.

Algorithm 2 Feature selection algorithm for a common feature set for all folders
Require: the number of features n, a set of feature extractors K = {κ1, ..., κ|K|}, a set

of messages M , a set of folders F = {f1, .., f|F |}, so that every message m ∈M is in
exactly one folder f(m) ∈ F

1: function GetGloballyMostImportantFeatures(M,F,K, n)
2: R← ∅
3: U ← ComputeFeatureUtilities (M,F,K, n) . U ⊆ F ×X×R
4: p← n

|F | − 1 . p ∈ N features per class
5: while R.length < n and (p+ +) < n do
6: for all f ∈ F do . iterate over all folders
7: X ← U [f ] . set of top n features of f
8: sort X by utility (descending) . U [f ] = {(f, x1, u1), .., (f, xn, un)}
9: X ← �rst p items of X
10: R← R ∪X . add top p features of f to result set R
11: end for
12: end while
13: return← R
14: end function

3.5 Classi�cation algorithms

Our evaluation application accesses a variety of generative and discriminative learning
methods. For this thesis, we used Logistic Regression classi�cation that is made available
by a wrapper to LibLinear [26]. Additionally, we implemented Multinomial Naive Bayes
classi�cation as described in [44]. Both algorithms are used in an one-versus-all (OVA)
setup.
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3.5 Classi�cation algorithms

Algorithm Name Assumptions

A-Priori A-Priori P (f) = 0; for biggest folder 1

Multinomial Naive Bayes NB(trained) P (f) ' folder size
|M | , FIA, SFS

Multinomial Naive Bayes NB(uniform) FIA, SFS
Naive Bayes NB(ensemble) FIA
Logistic Regression LR SFS
Logistic Regression LR(ensemble)

Table 2: Classi�cation algorithms used by the evaluation system and the assumptions
they make: SFS (the same feature set can describe all classes), FIA (Feature
Independence Assumption). P (f) indicates the assumed probability of a folder.

Table 2 provides an overview on the described classi�cation algorithms. In contains the
assumptions that underlie some of the approaches. The fact that most classi�ers use
the same feature set for each class in multi-class classi�cation setups is considered as an
assumption (SFS).

3.5.1 Baseline reference classi�er: A-priori ranking

The following classi�er does not incorporate any knowledge about the automatic folder-
ing problem. It is described here merely because it illustrates the severity of the class
imbalance problem and its impact on the performance metrics Mean Reciprocal Rank,
Micro-Averaged Precision and Macro-Averaged Precision (described in detail in section
3.7.1). The a-priori score of a folder f is given by its size |f |. The a-priori classi�er
classi�es each email to the most common folder. All other folders are included in the
ranking, each with a score that corresponds to their size.

p(f) =
|f |
|M |

This classi�er has an additional condition: If the training set contains a message of
the same thread7, the test message is classi�ed into its folder. The performance of the
A-priori classi�er can be seen in �gure 15 on page 81.

3.5.2 Naive Bayes

We implemented a Multinomial Naive Bayes classi�er from the equations and algorithms
given in [44, p. 241]. Naive Bayes is based on the Feature Independence Assumption.

7We decide for equal threads if the subjects without �Re:�, �Fwd:�, etc are the same.
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This assumption allows to do the following replacement.

P(x1, .., xn|F ) =
∏

0<i≤n)

P(xi|f)

This means that joint and separate appearances of features are not regarded di�erently
by the classi�er. The model generated by training cannot express conditions between
features. For text classi�cation in general and especially for email foldering, this assump-
tion does not hold. For example, emails of similar content might be in di�erent folders,
if the folders stand for both sender and topic (�invoices of company ACME�, assumed
that all invoices have a similar structure). Naive Bayes classi�ers have proven good per-
formance anyways. This is obviously due to the fact that the mere presence of some
features is indicative enough to determine class membership. We expect it to perform
well on datasets with few folders. The Naive Bayes classi�er is formally de�ned8 as:

scorenb(m, f) = P(f) ·
∏

x∈X(m)

P(x|f) (2)

The function scorenb : M × F → R computes the probability of folder f given the
message m. We use this score to create a ranking that will be evaluated using the Mean
Reciprocal Rank metric. In order to calculate P(x|f), the vocabulary V - the set of all

features in the dataset - is needed. V =
⋃
f∈F

X(f). We use the variant of P(x|f) with

Laplace Smoothing:

P(x|f) =
1 + tf(x, f)

|V |+
∑
xi∈V

tf(xi, f)
(3)

The function tf : X× F → N is the frequency of feature x in folder f . It can be learned
from the training data the same way as described for the feature selection algorithm in
listing 1. The classi�cation can be done by deciding for the maximum probability class:

ynb(m) = argmaxf∈Fscorenb(m, f)

After batch training has been completed, our implementation precomputes the
∑
xi∈V

tf(xi, f)

for each folder f in order to speed up calculations. This expression is independent from
the feature in the enumerator of equation 3, so it only depends on the folder.

Prior probability of a folder

The part P(f) is called the prior probability of folder f . For text classi�cation, it is
generally assumed that this probability can be learned from training data. In this case,

8We use the equation from [44, p. 241], but replace the variable names with our notation.
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3.5 Classi�cation algorithms

the prior probability of f is given by its size, so that P(f) = |f |
|M | . We call this Naive

Bayes version NB (trained).

In section 6.4, we show that the prior probability of folders cannot be learned from the
training data. Thus, we implemented a version using a uniform prior distribution, simply
by omitting P(f). This version is further denominated as NB (uniform). We assume
that the importance of a folder does not correlate with its size. Whittaker and Sidner
give a clear de�nition of what the purpose of a folder is: grouping messages that belong
together [60]. It should neither contain too many nor too few messages. While the Mean
Reciprocal Rank and the standard evaluation metric of Micro-Averaged Precision give
an advantage to larger classes, we prefer Macro-Averaged Precision to evaluate di�erent
approaches. Macro-Averaged Precision treats all folders - with disregard of their size -
as equally important. Very big folders become less important as they ful�ll the notion of
failed folders - being too large to serve the purpose of easy re�nding of related messages.

3.5.3 Vector space classi�cation: Logistic Regression

The various features our system uses to classify email might depend on each other. In
order to enable a model to express conditions such as �incoming email from the boss�
or �personal email of summer 2011�, a classi�er which is not based on the Feature In-
dependence Assumption is required. Thus, we use L2-regularized Logistic Regression
implemented in LibLinear [26]. L2-regularized Logistic Regression �nds its regression
coe�cients w = (w1, .., wi) by solving the following optimization problem:

minw
1

2
wTw + C

l∑
i=1

log(1 + e−yiw
T xi)

In LibLinear, a Newton method is used that has been proposed by Lin et al.[42]. Another
reason for using Logistic Regression is that it can generate probability values for its
predictions. These probabilities are needed in order to create a ranking or vote between
multiple classi�ers. Logistic Regression is a binary classi�cation method that can only
decide between a positive and a negative class. However, LibLinear o�ers multi-class
classi�cation by internally implementing the one-versus-all (OVA) strategy. Section 3.6
contains a detailed description on OVA.

We created a wrapper in order to access the LibLinear software package. The wrapper
consumes feature vectors as provided by the FilteredFeatureExtractor and serializes
them into a LibLinear training �le. After this, it invokes the scaling of the training data,
resulting in a scaled representation and the scale itself. Next, training is invoked on the
scaled training data. The model created by the training process is kept and used for
making prediction. The predictions are made upon query feature vectors that have the
same format as the training feature vectors. The query feature vectors need to be on
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the same scale as the training data, so the wrapper invokes the rescaling with the scale
�le. Finally, the scaled query and the model are used to predict probability values for
the candidate classes (folders). To do so, the wrapper executes the following commands,
which are part of the LibLinear and the LibSVM9 package:

svm-scale -s scale.txt training.txt > training.txt.scaled

svm-scale -l scale.txt query.txt > query.txt.scaled

train -s 0 -t 0 -b 1 training.txt.scaled model

predict -b 1 query.txt.scaled model prediction

The �rst line scales the training data and keeps the scale in a separate �le. The second
line applies the scale to a query. The third line trains a model with Logistic Regression.
The last line predicts the class probabilities.

Using LibLinear this way has the big advantage that the models are kept on disk rather
than in memory. They can be reused and models of binary classi�ers of an ensemble do
not have to be kept in memory while they are out of use.

We denominate this classi�er Logistic Regression (Shared Feature Set).

3.6 One-versus-all classi�cation ensemble (OVA)

Most classi�cation algorithms such as Support Vector Machines or Logistic Regression
are originally binary classi�ers that only distinguish between a positive and a negative
class. One-versus-all (OVA) classi�er ensembles perform multi-class classi�cation by
being a facade of multiple individual binary classi�ers. There is one binary classi�er per
class. The class of the most con�dent binary classi�er is then chosen as the winner class.
LibLinear internally implements the OVA strategy for Logistic Regression. We use this
implementation for performing the classi�cation using a shared feature set.

In previous works [56], composite classi�ers have been used for automatic foldering so that
each classi�er performed on its own feature set. That way, dependencies between features
of di�erent origin could not be modelled by the learning algorithm. In our approach, we
feed all features into the same subclassi�er. We distribute the work between the classi�ers
per class, not per feature extractor. This way, the binary classi�ers should be able to
model meaningful conditions between the features.

In the case of email foldering, a shared feature set for all classes might not be enough.
One of the key advantages of ensembles over traditional multi-class approaches is that

9The svm-scale executable is part of LibSVM.
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each class is represented by its own binary classi�er that can perform on its individual
set of features. This accounts for that di�erent features might be important for di�erent
categories. LibLinear does not support individual feature sets per class. Because of this,
we implemented our own OVA framework.

Figure 5: UML class diagram of the classi�cation framework. A composite pattern en-
ables the creation of freely combined meta classi�ers. Not all classi�ers are
shown. The actualClassifier of the binary classi�er can be any class imple-
menting the IClassifier interface.

Our classi�cation framework is depicted in the UML class diagram in �gure 5. The most
important classes of our OVA framework are EnsembleClassifier and BinaryClassifier.
They provide a multi-class facade to the actual classi�cation algorithm. A parameter of
the EnsembleClassifier is the name of the actual classi�cation algorithm. During train-
ing, for each folder found in the training data, an individual binary classi�er is trained.
Before feeding the training samples into the binary classi�er, the folder needs to be
mapped: We keep the desired training folder as the positive class of the binary classi-
�er, and we create a negative class that is assigned to all instances that are not of the
positive folder. Finally, the BinaryClassifiers are trained with samples that are either
of the positive or of the negative class. From there on, training is invoked on the actual
classi�ers. The binary classi�er recon�gures the feature extractor so that only features
relevant to its positive folder are returned, if the feature selection for individual feature
sets is used, as described in section 3.4.3.
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3.6.1 Runtime considerations

The size of the negative class is usually very big. In order to shorten training time, we
made a modi�cation. During training, the sizes of the positive and the negative class are
�xed to 200. If any of the classes contain more than 200 items, instances are discarded
until the class size is reduced to 200. If they contain less items, the elements are copied
until 200 items are reached. We chose this value because we consider email folders with
more than 200 items as failed folders. They are unlikely to be meaningful for email
re�nding and our work focuses on the non-failed folders.

We denominate these classi�ers Logistic Regression (Shared Feature Set, uniform

prior) and Logistic Regression (Individual Feature Sets). The �xed class sizes
have the e�ect of setting uniform prior class probabilities to the classi�er - this is not
natively supported by LibLinear.

3.6.2 Winner computation

The output of each binary classi�er are two scores scorebin(m, f) : M × F → R2. These
scores are the computed probabilities p(f |m) and p(f |m) of m belonging either to the
positive or negative class f .

For each prediction to be made, the EnsembleClassifier queries each BinaryClassifier
and evaluates the answer. The positive class of the binary classi�er with the highest con-
�dence wins. In Logistic Regression, the con�dence values of all classi�ers are on the
same scale and they proved to be comparable. In Naive Bayes, this is not always the
case. The con�dence of a BinaryClassifier can be de�ned in di�erent manners:

1. positive con�dence vote with the highest p(f |m)

2. negative con�dence vote with the lowest p(f |m)

3. di�erence in con�dence vote with the highest |p(f |m)− p(f |m)|

We implemented all three combinations and quick tests showed that the 1st and the
3rd con�dence calculation methods work best, with the third outperforming the others.
Throughout this work, we refrain to the �rst calculation method, as it seems to be a
common choice in OVA implementations. We also noticed that querying the binary
classi�ers ordered by the size of their positive class speeds up prediction signi�cantly.
If a good threshold is known, querying of the binary classi�ers can stop as soon as this
con�dence threshold is reached. We experienced 0.7 as a good threshold, but do not use
this early termination in our experiments.
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3.6.3 Naive Bayes Ensemble

The framework allows for using any classi�er in an OVA ensemble. The only condition
is that the classi�er can output probability values. We also created a Naive Bayes OVA
classi�er. Because of the �xed sizes of the positive and negative class, the NB OVA
ensemble assumes a uniform prior probablity of each folder.

We denominate this classi�er NB(ensemble) when it has a shared set of features. We
don't present �gures for the Naive Bayes Ensemble with individual feature sets because
it performs very poorly. Obviously, the combined use of Mutual Information and Naive
Bayes leads to over-�tting. We explain this issue with regard to Logistic Regression in
chapter 6.

3.7 Evaluation Framework

From the output of the classi�ers a ranking is produced that simply resembles the prob-
ability scores for each folder. From the ranking predicted for the test data, the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) can be calculated, as well as the Micro-Averaged Precision
(MAP) and the Macro-Averaged Precision (MAMAP).

3.7.1 Performance metrics

There are three metrics that are interesting for the task of automatic email foldering:
MRR, MAP and Macro-Averaged Precision. The functionality of providing the user with
a ranked list of folder suggestions and the necessity of focussing on the smaller folders
requires the use of multiple metrics.

Micro-Averaged Precision (MAP)

The Micro-Averaged Precision- or shorter MAP (Mean Average Precision) - is the stan-
dard measure for the precision of classi�cation algorithms. It is computed over a test
set. For a classi�cation problem, the average precision for each test instance is either
1 (correctly classi�ed) or 0 (misclassi�ed), which is the function for average precision
AP : (M × F ) × (M × F ) → {0, 1}, that calculates for a predicted message-folder pair
and the known message-folder pair of the test set:

AP((m, fpredicted), (m, fdesired)) =

{
1 if fdesired = fpredicted
0 if fdesired 6= fpredicted
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De�nition 5. For a classi�er y : M → F that assigns folders to messages, and a test set
Q = {(m, f)} ⊆ M × F that consists of messages and their folders, the MAP is de�ned
as

MAP(Q, y) =
1

|Q|
·
∑

(m,f)∈Q

AP((m, y(m)), (m, f)).

The MAP expresses how many items of a test set are correctly classi�ed. The value is
always between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). Due to the class imbalance problem with email
classi�cation, a high MAP does not necessarily mean that the classi�ers have generalized
the foldering scheme well. It might just prefer the majority class, that in some cases
represents up to 60% of the entire mailbox. Thus, as our experiments in section 6.2 show,
on some datasets a Micro-Averaged Precision of 0.6 can be achieved without looking at
any instance at all.

Macro-Averaged Precision (MAMAP)

We are especially interested in the precision at the smaller classes, as they are the non-
failed folders. (We already removed folders smaller than 3 at the preprocessing stage.)
For this reason, we calculate the precision per folder so that each folder contributes
with the same share to the overall score. This is called the Macro-Averaged Precision
(MAMAP).

De�nition 6. Let FQ be the folders contained in the test set. Let Q[f ] ⊆ Q be the subset
of the test set Q that contains only messages of folder f ∈ FQ. Then the Macro-Averaged
Precision is

MAMAP(Q,FQ, y) =
1

|FQ|
·
∑
f∈FQ

(
1

|Q[f ]|
·

∑
(m,f)∈Q[f ]

AP((m, y(m)), (m, f))).

The main di�erence between MAP and MAMAP is that the MAP expresses the ratio
of correctly classi�ed test messages, while the MAMAP expresses the average precision
on all folders. On datasets with a high class imbalance, a high MAP can be achieved
by predicting the larger classes. We consider the MAMAP more important, because the
small folders are especially important in email foldering.

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR)

As introductory mentioned, the automatic foldering algorithm should provide the user
with a ranked list of folders. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the metric to evaluate
the quality of such a ranking.

De�nition 7. The ranking R is an ordered list of candidate folders given by R(m, score) =
{(f, score(m, f))|f ∈ F}. It is composed of the candidate folders and their scores. The
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score function is part of the classi�er and usually denominates the probability of an in-
stance m belonging to class f . Let rank(f,R) ∈ N be the rank of class f in the rank-
ing R, so that for example for a ranking R = ((f1, 0.8), (f2, 0.5), (f3, 0.2)) the ranks
rank(f1, R) = 1 and rank(f3, R) = 3 are true.

Then the MRR for a set of test queries Q is de�ned as follows:

MRR(Q, score) =
1

|Q|
∗
∑

(m,f)∈Q

1

rank(f,R(m, score))

A query (m, f) ∈ Q is a message m and its correct folder f . If the correct folder is not
ranked at �rst position, the MRR decreases but the item still contributes to the score as
long as it is contained in the ranking at all. While MAP only considers the reciprocal
rank at position 1, MRR considers all positions in the ranking.

3.7.2 Cross validation

Cross validation for each dataset was done by splitting it into three disjoint partitions
named test set Q, training set Qtrain and development data Qdev, so that M × F =
Q∪Qtrain∪Qdev and |Qtrain|= 0.8|M×F | and |Q|= 0.1|M×F | and |Qdev|= 0.1|M×F |,
so that 80% of the data is used for training. Q and Qdev were not used for training. Qtrain
itself consists of eight disjoint equally sized partitions named Qtrain1 to Qtrain8 , while
|Qtrainn |= |Q|= |Qdev|. The roles of these 10 data partitions Q,Qtrain1 , .., Qtrain8 , Qdev
are shifted for each iteration, so that each data row is used for testing, training and
development (parameter tuning). This results in 10 disjoint test datasets Q. For the
results presented in chapter 6, we always averaged the MRR, MAMAP and MAP of all
10 iterations.

Cross validation partitioning: random or time-based sampling

Bekkerman, Huang and McCallum [5] state that due to the nature of email, a time-based
chronological sampling should be used to assign instances to the training and the test
set. They would initially use the �rst 10% of the overall data, then the �rst 20%, etc as
partitions. The samples at the end of each partition would then be the test set. They even
claim to get higher accuracy using random sampling on their CSpace corpus. However,
Bekkerman himself published charts [4] that illustrate the accuracy per iteration with
time-based sampling10. These charts show that a growing sequentially sorted training
set does not always increase the accuracy. The reason for this surely is that also the
amount folders increases. Klimt and Yang [39] compared the performances of a random
50/50 test/training split and a chronological 50/50 test/training split on the same data,

10http://people.cs.umass.edu/~ronb/timeline.html
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with the chronological split outperforming the random split. This indicates that using a
random sampling makes the classi�cation problem more complicated. Ferreira et al.[56]
also claim that random sampling is more realistic than the time-based sampling. The
di�erences might be due to classes of the test set not appearing inside the training set.
Also, some folders might be in use only for a very limited period that entirely lies inside
the test set or the training set.

The foldering of newly arrived emails is a use case that suits Bekkerman's time-based
testing procedure. But it is not the only use case: People might as well need to re-folder
random emails, or the �inbox� might just contain lots of old emails. The time-based
splitting also reduces the test data available for the especially important small classes.
It is not desired that the classi�cation algorithm, when treating old messages, ignores
every information learned from newer instances. If that was the case, time-based test
splits were appropriate. For these reasons we refrain from time-based splitting and use
the traditional standard random test/training sampling.
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4 Contextual features and their extraction

This chapter describes the features, what aspect of email foldering they are intended to
cover, and how they are extracted. The following table 3 gives a short overview over
the features and what information they try to capture. The aspects of task, content,
importance and person refer to the user's motivation for his foldering scheme (see section
1.1). Each feature extractor provides information on at least one of the aspects.

aspect name description semantics

task MS message size amount of text, e�ort
task ET email type replied or forwarded
task TS time slots points in time
task TSRel time slots (reduced) reduced to avoid over-�tting
task PR persons and their roles name and �sender� or �receiver�
task PC person amount amount of senders and receivers
social BHV email behaviors familiarity of message participants
social P persons name of the person
social PS person sets unique �ngerprint of person sets
social IC independent components implicit social network subgraphs
social COI Communities of Interest simple network clustering
social GV Girvan-Newman clusters social network analysis
social Triangles Triangle clusters social network analysis
content CC host names, country codes domain and computer names
content S terms of the subject lexical information
importance PU punctuation hypens, colons, etc
importance GR grammatical features mood, sentiment, attitude

Table 3: The feature extractors described in this chapter are meant to cover speci�c
aspects that might in�uence the decisions of the user. We assume that message
sizes and types might be typical for speci�c tasks. Also the number of persons
involved in a message or their roles can be hints for tasks. The importance of a
message might be captured through grammatical features or the punctuation.

4.1 Features based on time

Features based on time are the email behaviors and the time slot features. They refer
either to a point in time or - in the case of email behaviors - try to make statements
about the persons appearing in the message.

Email classi�cation with the help of features based on absolute time, periods or informa-
tion derived from this has previously been subject to research: Kiritchenko and Matwin
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4 Contextual features and their extraction

found the absolute time not a useful feature for classi�cation [37]. They mined temporal
sequential patterns from timing information and could use these as successful features
for the automatic foldering task.

4.1.1 Email behaviors (BHV)

Email behavior denominate certain characteristics with regards to the participants of the
email and their history. Section 2.2.1 explains the research on email behaviors in more
detail. The EmailsBehaviorExtractor maintains the history of the �rst and the last
appearance of each person. It also keeps track of how often persons appear as senders or
receivers of messages. By doing so, we can identify well-known persons: Johansen [33]
considered the existence of 7 or more emails as indication of a strong relationship. We
chose 10 as the threshold value for common contacts.

The idea behind having email behaviors as features is that new persons - maybe at �rst
contact or when only known since little time - might get assigned to a �new contacts�
folder. Also, some addresses might appear often as message sender (maybe a discussion
group), but appear seldom as a receiver. If a person is known for sending emails since a
long time without ever being a receiver and this person suddenly becomes a receiver for
the �rst time, this might mark an important event.

For the exact de�nition of the features, we need some notation: Let freqsend : P → N0

be the sender frequency and freqrcv : P → N0 the receiver frequency. They indicate how
often a person p ∈ P appeared as a receiver or sender in the training set. Let s ∈ P be
the sender of the message and R ⊆ P the set of receivers. Let dlast(p) : P → N be the
number of days since the last message (before the current message) in that the person
p ∈ P appeared. Let d�rst(p) : P → N be the number of days since the very �rst message
in that the person p ∈ P appeared. Let PI ⊆ be the list of email addresses of the mailbox
owner. Table 4 gives a de�nition of all our email behavior features.

The features named first activity mark that the message was send to or received
by someone who �rst appeared in the mailbox n days before �today�. The feature is
inspired by the �Time Since Receiver's Last Email Activity� of Karagiannis et al.[35],
who found out that this feature has an impact on the probability of getting a reply. The
feature extractor needs to be initialized with �today's date� in order to calculate the time
spans. For the experiments, this feature extractor was initialized with the date of the last
message in the corpus. The unknown as features indicate that the participant appears
for the �rst time in the mailbox in the speci�ed role.
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4.1 Features based on time

feature condition

outgoing message s ∈ PI
incoming message R ∩ PI 6= ∅
i dont appear in mail PI ∩ P (m) = ∅
nobody but me appears PI ∩ P (m) = P (m)
one to one email |P (m) \ PI |= 1
multiple parties |P (m) \ PI |> 1
broadcast |P (m) \ PI |> 10

sender unknown as sender freqsend(s) < 2
sender known as sender 2 ≥ freqsend(s) ≥ 10
sender common as sender freqsend(s) > 10

sender unknown as receiver freqrcv(s) < 2
sender known as receiver 2 ≥ freqrcv(s) ≥ 10
sender common as receiver freqrcv(s) > 10

sender last activity within 2 days dlast(s) < 3
sender last activity within 7 days 3 ≥ dlast(s) < 8
sender last activity within 1 month 8 ≥ dlast(s) < 30
sender last activity within 1 year 30 ≥ dlast(s) < 365

sender first activity within 2 days d�rst(s) < 3
sender first activity within 7 days 3 ≥ d�rst(s) < 8
sender first activity within 1 month 8 ≥ d�rst(s) < 30
sender first activity within 1 year 30 ≥ d�rst(s) < 365

receiver unknown as sender ∃r ∈ R : freqsend(r) < 2
receiver known as sender ∃r ∈ R : 2 ≥ freqsend(r) ≥ 10
receiver common as sender ∃r ∈ R : freqsend(r) > 10

receiver unknown as receiver ∃r ∈ R : freqrcv(r) < 2
receiver known as receiver ∃r ∈ R : 2 ≥ freqrcv(r) ≥ 10
receiver common as receiver ∃r ∈ R : freqrcv(r) > 10

receiver last activity within 2 days ∃r ∈ R : dlast(r) < 3
receiver last activity within 7 days ∃r ∈ R : 3 ≥ dlast(r) < 8
receiver last activity within 1 month ∃r ∈ R : 8 ≥ dlast(r) < 30
receiver last activity within 1 year ∃r ∈ R : 30 ≥ dlast(r) < 365

receiver first activity within 2 days ∃r ∈ R : d�rst(r) < 3
receiver first activity within 7 days ∃r ∈ R : 3 ≥ d�rst(r) < 8
receiver first activity within 1 month ∃r ∈ R : 8 ≥ d�rst(r) < 30
receiver first activity within 1 year ∃r ∈ R : 30 ≥ d�rst(r) < 365

Table 4: The email behavior features are determined by the histories of �rst and last
appearance and frequency tables containing the person's frequency as sender
and as receiver of messages.
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4 Contextual features and their extraction

4.1.2 Time slots (TS and TSRel)

Our TimeSlotFeatureExtractor creates features from the message time. The message
time is supposed to be the time when the message arrives at the receiver. We prefer
reception time over sent time because the receiver will label the message. Reception
time is usually added as a Received email header �eld by the SMTP servers along the
path through the Internet. However, in the Enron corpus this header �eld has been
removed. There only remains the Date �eld. Date is the time when the message has
been technically sent. RFC 822 [19] de�nes this �eld semantics. Our implementation
of the feature extractor uses the received time if available. Otherwise, the sent time is
being used11. The date �elds include time zones. We convert all times to the same time
zone.

feature conditional condition, calculation

season winter x during the months of December, January, February
season spring x during the months of March, April, May
season summer x during the months of June, July, August
season autumn x during the months of September, October, November
day of the year - absolute number 1-365
day x if message hour is between 5:00 AM - 9:00 AM
night x if message hour is between 10:00 PM - 4:00 AM
before lunch x if message hour is between 11:00 AM - 12:00 AM
siesta x if message hour is between 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
hour n - the absolute hour 0-23
month n - the absolute month 1-12
year n - the absolute year n ∈ N
quarterday n - blocks of 6 hours (absolute hour divided by 6)
quarterhour n - blocks of 15 minutes
day of week n - the absolute day of the week

Table 5: Time slot features

The time features are meant to cover for foldering schemes such as �christmas 2012� where
either the absolute time or a repeating period is a discriminating feature of the folder.
Table 5 summarizes the feature that this extractor creates. It combines both absolute
times and relative time slots. Some features are conditional and some are calculated for
every message. The feature before lunch is motivated by our observation that people
tend to send many messages right before they take their lunch break.

Example input: Message with date 13th October, 2011 03:50 UTC+01:00H12.

11If all system clocks are synchronized, the time di�erence only is the actual transmission time of the
email.

12UTC denominates the Coordinated Universal Time.
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4.2 Textual features

Example output:{season autumn, day of the year 286, night, hour 3, month 10,
year 2011, quarterday 1, quarterhour 15, day of week: Thursday }

Due to e�ects described in the Experiments section, we created an additional feature
extractor TSRel that works the same way as TS with the only di�erence that is does not
return the following features:

� day of the year

� hour

� quarterday

� quarterhour

We experienced that these feature might be produced only infrequently and thus lead to
over-�tting.

4.2 Textual features

Textual features are derived directly from text. While traditional approaches analyse the
body of the email, we refrain to the header �elds and use only the email subject.

4.2.1 Terms of the subject (S)

The terms of the subject are extracted using Lucenes TermExtractor. We stem the terms
using their Porter stemmer and emit only terms longer than two 2 characters. We remove
stopwords and all terms that contain non-characters. The stopword list contains email
speci�c terms such as �re:� or �reply:�. The resulting terms are emitted in lower case.
The features created by this extractor are emitted as a list, not as a set. If the same term
appears multiple times in a message, it is emitted multiple times as a feature. In a later
step, the IVectorSpaceFeatureExtractors (see 3.3.2) aggregate duplicate features into
a term frequency.

Example input: Message with subject �Re: [master thesis] your thesis proposal�.

Output: ( master,thesis,thesis, proposal )

4.2.2 Punctuation (PU)

The PunctuationExtractor creates features from the subject line if there are certain
special characters included. Those characters would not be emitted as terms by the
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TermsExtractor. Table 6 lists the punctuation features.

feature description

subject contains exclamation mark !
subject contains colon :
subject contains semicolon ;
subject contains comma ,
subject contains question mark ?
subject contains dot .
subject contains hyphen -
subject contains brackets �(� or �)�
subject contains slash /
subject contains at @
subject contains quotes ' or �

Table 6: Punctuation features (pu)

The idea behind providing these features is that there might be folders that contain ques-
tions or orders (exclamation marks) or very complex subject lines, that can be indicated
by dense punctuation.

Example input: message with subject �Trader Meeting - 2/7 @ 7:45 a.m. (CST) - ECS
06752�.

Output: { slash, at,hyphen, brackets, dot, colon }

4.2.3 Grammatical features of the subject (GR)

The grammatical features are extracted by a simple keyword-based approach. As our
datasets consist of English, German and Spanish language emails, we included the key-
words in each of the three languages.

Polarity refers to whether a text is a�rmative or negative towards its topic. Although
there exists a broad collection of sentiment analysis approaches, we simply look for
one of the following keywords:

negative nicht, nein, no, cannot, can't, non, ne, not, nej, ningún, none, kein,
niemand, nothing, nichts, nadie, nada, don't, doesn't

positive ja, ok, klar, yes, sí, si, a�rmative, bestätigen, con�rm

The idea behind determining the polarity is that folders might contain negative
reviews, complaints or congratulations. There is a folder �congratulations� in the
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Enron dataset beck-s.

Tense is reduced to either past, present or future. As keywords we use the most impor-
tant auxilary verbs in the corresponding temporal form and keywords indicating
the time itself.

past had, was, war, hatte, tenía, yesterday, gestern, tuvo , tuve, tenido, before,
then ,damals

present ist, is, has, hat , nowadays, heute, today, hoy, tiene, now, jetzt , ahora
future will, werde, va, habrá , tendrá, going, after, zukunft, future, morgen, to-

morrow

The idea behind capturing the tense of the subject line is that there might be
folders that contain past reviews or future planning.

Mood consists of the conditional mood (typically used for plans), imperative mood (or-
ders), subjunctive mood (wishes or dreams), potential mood or interrogative mood
(questions). The following keyword lists are used:

conditional should, wenn, if, würde, would, haría, faria, might, könnte, could
subjunctive quieras , puedas, wenn, if, were, hätte, hiciera, hicise, tuviera, tu-

viese,fuese
potential may, can, kann, darf, puede, können, kannst, darfst, darf
imperative please, bitte, should, shall, soll, sollst, sollte, go, let, los , darf, puede
interrogative which ,how, who, where, what, when, welcher, wie, wer, wo, was,

wann, cuál, cómo, quién, dónde, qué, cuándo

The motivation behind determining the grammatical mood is that some folders
might contain questions or orders of the boss.

Clusivity expresses whether the author writes about himself in singular or plural, includ-
ing the reader. He might represent a group of persons or state a personal opinion.
We expect email folders containing personal mail to be expressed in singular clu-
sivity.

singular ich , i, yo, tú , you, your, du, voce, tu
plural us, uns, euch, wir, we, nosotros, nos, ihr , our

Urgency Although it is not a grammatical feature in the strict sense, we added keyword
detection marking message urgency.

urgent wichtig, important, urgent, urgency, importance, dringend, Dringlichkeit,
sofort, now, jetzt
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unurgent vielleicht, maybe, quizas, quiza, quieras, sea

Also, we use a keyword list to detect bad words and add their presence as a bad words
contained feature.

Example input: message with subject �Re: we con�rm your thesis proposal is ac-
cepted�.

Example output: {singular clusivity, present tense, positive polarity}

4.3 Features based on persons

Emails are very social documents, because they mark direct communication between
individuals or organizations. Except for newsletters, emails are usually written by a
particular sender for one or a few participants. Appending participants to a term vector
message representation can improve classi�cation performance by up to 10% [56]. In this
section we describe alternative ways of incorporating participant's information into the
classi�cation process.

4.3.1 Participants (P)

The participants feature extractor simply emits the email address of each message par-
ticipant. It is motivated by the assumption that the same person or group of persons
might appear predominantly in certain folders.

Example input: message from �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de�
to �help@yahoo.com�.

Example output: { michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de, help@yahoo.com }

4.3.2 Persons and their roles (PR)

This feature extractor includes the participant's roles into their feature representation.
The intuition behind this feature is that an email from the boss (folder �orders�) might
be handled di�erently than an email to the boss (folder �my reports�). We di�erentiate
the roles sender and receiver. They are included into the feature representation by
simply concatenating them to the person's email address.
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Example input: message from �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de�
to �help@yahoo.com�.

Example output: { sender#michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de,
receiver#help@yahoo.com }

4.3.3 Person sets (PS)

A constant set of persons appearing in emails might indicate a working team performing
a project or task together. The person sets extractor creates a feature that represents
the unique set of persons by calculating a �ngerprint. The �ngerprint is calculated by
summing the hash codes of all participant's email addresses. The calculation of the hash
code is a function of the .NET framework which depends on the platform and version. Its
implemented in mscorlib.dll and returns a signed 32-bit integer value for each string.

Example input: message from �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de�
to �help@yahoo.com�.

Example output: hash code of �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de� plus hash
code of �help@yahoo.com� = −1965287381 +−1847024213 = −3812311594

4.3.4 Host names and country codes (CC)

This feature extractor creates features from the participant's email addresses. It treats
the host name of the email address and the country codes as features. The host name
might include geographical information about the sender. At least the country code
is supposed to match the country of origin. If the set of host names contains more
than a single instance, the feature cross domain mailing is added to help discriminate
internal emails from inter-organizational correspondence. The extractor adds the features
separately for email sender and receivers.

Example input: message from �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de�
to �help@yahoo.com�.

Example output: ( sent from domain student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de, sent from

countrycode de, sent to countrycode com, sent to domain yahoo.com, cross domain

mailing )
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4.3.5 Persons amount (PC)

This feature extractor simply counts the number of participants of an email. It is meant
to identify items such as notes or to-do lists, which are usually sent from the mailbox
owner to himself, thus being indicated by a feature value of 1. Broadcast mailings with
visible receiver lists might be recognized by always having the same amount of involved
persons. Furthermore, working teams may remain of a constant size for some period.

Example input: message from �michael.leben@student.hpi.uni-potsdam.de� to �help@yahoo.com�.

Example output: (person amount 2)

4.4 Implicit social networks (GV, COI, Triangles, IC)

The cc, bcc, from and to �elds of an email give enough information to create a network
from it, connecting the persons who interact with each other. We de�ne the Email Social
Graph (SEG) as a graph of persons that are interconnected by edges that represent
emails.

SEG = (V,E) where V ⊆ P ∧ E ⊆M (4)

The intent behind creating the Email Social Graph is to perform clustering on it. Clus-
tering means to discover meaningful groups of persons. If there are folders dedicated
to groups, then knowing about these clusters is valuable for classi�cation. If a message
participant belongs to a certain cluster, this cluster is used as a message feature. After
creating the Email Social Graph, the next step is to extract clusters from this graph.

As a cluster, we regard sets of tightly interconnected vertices. We assume that a cluster
has some deeper meaning for its user, such as a working group, circle of friends or part of
his family. Thus, we only consider clusters of a size between 3 and 50.13 If a clustering
algorithm emits clusters bigger than this, we �rst treat these clusters as an individual
graphs and iteratively remove the edges with the lowest weight. If this edge removal
leads to new sub clusters, then they are appended to the set of clusters.

We noticed that on most datasets the Email Social Graph is extremely sparse and this
leads to very few clusters. So in order to densify the graph, we consider the sender and
receiver information of embedded messages.

13Experiments on our private data revealed that meaningful clusters are never bigger than 50.
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4.4.1 Embedded messages

Embedded Messages are included in the message body as forwarded messages. They
usually contain some header information and sender and receiver. We implemented a
parser for extracting embedded messages. Those extracted messages are added to the
total list of messages, so their information is added to the Email Social Graph as well.
This increases the amount of messages by 10 - 30 %. Although we initially stated to not
look at the email body, in this case we do. First, the extraction of embedded messages
can easily be turned o� without changing the rest of the procedure. Second, because we
only consider header information that is included in the body.

4.4.2 Construction of the Email Social Graph

Initially, the SocialClusterExtractor builds the Email Social Graph by incrementally
adding all messages to the graph. The algorithm is straightforward, as described in
listing 3. The edge weights are stored in table w. Obviously, the owner of the mailbox
appears in every message either as sender or receiver. Thus, after creating an edge for
every message, the mailbox owners are removed from the graph. The resulting network
is an undirected graph of email participants. For a mailbox of m messages, the algorithm
to create the Email Social Graph runs in O(m).

Algorithm 3 Creation of the Email Social Graph
SEG← (V,E) . create a new empty graph with with list of vertices V, list of edges E
for all messages m do . iterate over all messages

s← sender(m) . get message sender
V ← V ∪ {s}
for all persons p ∈ P (m) do . all persons of the message

if p /∈ V then
V ← V ∪ {p} . add person as vertex to graph

end if
if {s, p} /∈ E then

E ← E ∪ {{s, p}} . add edge between sender and recipient
end if
w{s,p} ← w{s,p} + 1 . increment weight of edge by 1

end for
end for
V ← V \ PI . remove mailbox owners from graph

Graph clustering can be very expensive. Therefore, clustering algorithms should be
able to perform iteratively, so that no entire recomputation is necessary everytime a
new message arrives. We implemented four di�erent clustering approaches: Indepen-
dent Components (IC), Triangle clustering (Triangles), Communities of Interest (COI)
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and Girvan-Newman (GV). The latter two approaches have been documented before (sec-
tion 2.4). The Triangle clustering is a new approach. Table 7 shows how many clusters
could be generated using these algorithms on our 10 test datasets. There is a detailed de-
scription of the datasets in chapter 5. We illustrate the clustering results with a cluster
of lokay-m's mailbox that obviously represents the organization NESA. lokay-m con-
tains a folder �hesa/nea� that is described in section 6.1.4. Figures 7, 8, and 11 depict
this NESA-cluster as generated by the particular clustering approaches. NESA has its
own domain name nesanet.org, which makes the cluster easy to identify and recog-
nize across multiple clustering approaches. The approaches themselves do not consider
domain names.

dataset #V #E #E
#V D · 10, 000 IC GV COI Triangles

sanders-r 2,062 4,267 2.07 20 42 - 10 7
beck-s 3,260 6,980 2.14 13 22 - 11 6
lokay-m 3,074 7,445 2.42 15 32 32 14 14
kitchen-l 5,009 13,045 2.60 10 40 - 21 7
williams-w3 1,643 3,006 1.83 22 17 17 14 7
farmer-d 4,463 9,782 2.19 10 57 - 30 7
kaminski-v 4,341 6,522 1.50 7 31 - 22 4
private-ml 10,698 15,519 1.45 3 35 - 18 26

bsh-94 2,359 2,300 0.97 8 35 - 12 40

bsh-95 3,121 3,517 1.13 7 28 - 15 39

average 4003 7238 2.01 11.6 34 25 17 16

Table 7: The left part of this table shows the amounts of vertices and edges of the Email
Social Graph. We included information from embedded messages. The seven
Enron mailboxes sum to 23,852 vertices and 51,047 edges, averaging for 2.14
edges per vertex. Right part: Clustering results. Communities of Interest
(COI) reduces the number of components by removing the weakest edges from
the Independent Components (IC). Girvan-Newman (GV) cannot be computed
on large datasets due to its unfavorable complexity.

In order to evaluate the sparsity of the datasets, we use two measures: the graph density
and the ratio #E

#V . The graph density D is de�ned by the following equation, ranging
from 0 (very sparse) to 1 (completely connected) [16]:

D =
2|E|

|V |(|V |−1)

Table 7 shows information about the density of the Email Social Graph on some datasets.
From the graph densities given in the #E

#V and D columns, we expect that the foldering
accuracy on the datasets lokay-m, kitchen-l, sanders-r, williams-w3 and farmer-d

would bene�t most from graph clustering. These datasets have the highest densities or
most edges per vertex.
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4.4.3 Using Independent Components as clusters (IC)

The trivial and most obvious graph clustering is to use the existing connected compo-
nents as clusters. By removing the mailbox owners from the graph, some components
already got disconnected from each other. Figure 6 illustrates the concept of connected
components.

Figure 6: A graph containing three independent connected components. The IC

feature extractor generates those as features from the Email Social Graph.

The connected components of a graph can be found by breadth-�rst search in linear time.
Figure 7 shows the NESA cluster as generated by this approach.

Figure 7: The NESA cluster as found by Independent Components. It already
exists as a separate connected component inside the Email Social Graph.

4.4.4 Clustering with Communities of Interest (COI)

Email Communities of Interest have been documented by Johansen [33]. It is based on
the mere intuition that people who form common groups of interest share more messages
among them. Again, the clusters are the connected components of the email social graph.
The only di�erence to the Independent Components is the removal of the edges with the
lowest weights. Hence, this algorithm usually produces less clusters than Independent
Components, unless the edge removal allows for the decomposition of a very large cluster
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into multiple smaller clusters. In the Email Social Graph, the lowest edge weight is 1,
indicating that only one message exists between two users. Removing the lowest edge
weight results in the email graph of users who share at least 2 messages. During testing
we noticed that this way of clustering the data leads to several small and a single giant
cluster. For example, these are the cluster sizes of the dataset kitchen-l: 3001, 10, 8,
7, 5, 3, 3, 3. The edge weights inside the 3001-cluster are all of the same value. So the
cluster is too great to be meaningful and cannot be split into smaller clusters by this
approach.
Figure 8 shows the NESA cluster as generated by this approach.

Figure 8: NESA cluster as found by Communities of Interest. It is a smaller
version of the connected component inside the Email Social Graph.

4.4.5 Clustering with Girvan-Newman (GV)

Girvan-Newman is a clustering approach especially designed for networks of natural origin
[28]. For each vertex, the Betweenness-centrality has to be calculated. The Betweenness-
centrality is the ratio of all shortest paths the vertex lies on. The idea behind this
centrality is that independent groups communicate between few but strong links. Those
links form the shortest paths between the groups, and the groups contain many individu-
als connected by those shortest paths. So the more shortest paths pass through a vertex,
the more between it is.
Figure 9 illustrates the concept of Betweenness. We use the edge weight to store the
Betweenness-Centrality and then remove the edges with the highest Betweenness. This
makes the communication links disappear and the formerly connected groups appear as
independent components in the graph.

Figure 9: Girvan-Newman clustering. The edge (a,e) lies on four shortest paths: b-
d, b-f, c-d and c-f. Thus (a, e) has the highest Inbetweeness-centrality and by
removing it, the graph is split into the left and the right connected component.
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Our implementation works by computing the shortest paths between all vertices. The
actual computation of the shortest paths is performed by the implementation of Dijkstra's
algorithm in the QuickGraph library [11]. We use a hash map to store the distances,
and use a hash key function, that returns the same key for the vertices disregarding their
order. That way, we don't recalculate the shortest path from B to A after already having
calculated the shortest path from A to B. In terms of computational complexity, this task
lies in O(m2) for m vertices. There is an optimized algorithm, the Brandes algorithm [6],
that is optimized for calculating the Betweeness-centrality on sparse graphs. However,
in our case, Brandes' algorithm does not promote the tractability of the Betweeness-
computation. Because of the temporal complexity of the computation of the Betweeness-
centralities for each vertex, Girvan-Newman clustering cannot be computed for large
graphs in an acceptable time. Networks with a size of more than 2,000 vertices can
hardly be clustered using the Girvan-Newman method.

The results for the Girvan-Newman clustering are disappointing: The approach leads to
hardly any new clusters in comparison to Communities of Interest. The reason for this
is the extreme sparsity of the Email Social Graph.

The NESA cluster as generated by Independent Components is the same as the one
generated by Girvan-Newman. Its is depicted in �gure 7.

4.4.6 Triangle clustering (Triangles)

The idea behind the Triangle clustering is strongly inspired by Cohen's work on trusses [12].
He provides this de�nition:

�A k-truss is a non-trivial, one-component subgraph such that each edge is
reinforced by at least k - 2 pairs of edges making a triangle with that edge.�

We look only at k = 3. This means that each edge of a truss is part of a triangle
that is included in the truss. The intuition behind the triangles is that persons who are
groups have contacts in common. So the triangle is the basic element of a group. Cohen
provides algorithms to compute trusses both sequentially and parallelized in polynomial
time [12].

We propose Triangle clustering, which is based on the same intuition of related actors
sharing common ties. The di�erence is that Triangle clustering is designed for quick
computation that can be performed in linear time. The actual clustering computation is
performed while building the graph. Email data is added to the graph person-wise. For
each person, a new vertex is added. When a person is added to the graph, all messages
of that person are added as edges. All edges are inserted with an edge weight of 1.
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4 Contextual features and their extraction

There is only one condition: When a new person p is inserted, all edges from p to its
contacted persons are also inserted. If of these new edges there are two edges {p, q}
and {p, v}, so that an edge {q, v} already existed before, then the weight of {q, v} is
incremented. The new edges {p, q} and {p, v} are set to the same weight as {q, v} then.
In other words: if a direct connection between persons q and v already existed before
({q, v}) and is now reinforced by person p, then this connection's weight is increased.
The persons q, v and p form a triangle then. So the weight of each edge is:

w({a, b}) = |paths between a and b of length 1 and 2|.

At the time of insertion of either a,b or a third vertex c that is on a path (a, c, b) or
(b, c, a).

The edges with the highest weight are supposed to represent a tight interpersonal rela-
tionship. Clustering is again performed by removing the edges of the lowest weight.

Algorithm 4 contains the procedure. The edge weights are stored in a dictionary w where
the key is composed of the lexicographical ordered vertices of the edge. The graph is
undirected, so the edges E are a set of sets with E ⊆ {{v1, v2}|v1, v2 ∈ V }.

Because the edge weight increment condition depends on the insertion time, the algorithm
creates di�erent clusters depending on the insertion order. Figure 10 illustrates this
e�ect.

Figure 10: The output of Triangle clustering depends on the insertion order. The
newly inserted vertex is depicted as a black circle. Dotted edges are update
candidates that have been inserted before the new vertex. Triangle clustering
outputs neither trusses nor triangles nor cliques. The edge {c, d} never is
incremented because the update rule is not applied when inserting vertex b.

Triangle clustering requires the potentially expansive query of retrieving all emails of that
persons and adding all persons of those emails as target vertices. It can be performed
in time linear to the number of persons O(|P |), but for each person all messages need
to be retrieved. Aggregating this data can be expensive. Triangle clustering does not
necessarily output triangles, cliques or trusses.
Figure 11 shows the NESA cluster as generated by this approach.
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4.5 Email type - forwarded or replied (ET)

Algorithm 4 Triangle clustering
1: SEG← (V,E) . create a new empty graph with list of vertices V, list of edges E
2: for all persons p ∈ P do . iterate over all persons
3: V ← V ∪ {p} . store person as vertex
4: for all message m1 ∈M where p ∈ P (m) do . all messages of p
5: for all v1 ∈ P (m1) \ {p} do . all persons of message m except p
6: for all message m2 ∈M where p ∈ P (m) do . all messages of p
7: for all v2 ∈ P (m2) \ {p, v1} do . all persons of m except p and v1
8: if {v1, v2} ∈ E then
9: w{v1, v2} ← w{v1, v2}+ 1 . increment weight of {v1, v2}
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: if v1 /∈ V then
14: V ← V ∪ {v1} . add person to graph
15: if {p, v1} /∈ E then
16: E ← E ∪ {{p, v1}} . add edge to graph with weight 1
17: w{p, v1} ← 1
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for . end of �for all persons of m�
21: end for . end of �for all messages of p�
22: end for . end of �for all persons�
23: V ← V \ PI . remove mailbox owners from graph

4.5 Email type - forwarded or replied (ET)

Email types are replies, forwarded messages or reading con�rmations. Those con�rma-
tions are automatically sent by some email clients when the user opens a message for
the �rst time. They are also known as Message Disposition Noti�cation and explained
in RFC 3798 [29].

The idea behind the extraction of this information as a feature is that some folders might
contain answers or forwarded information.

The EmailtypeExtractor searches the subject line for strings that indicate whether
the message was forwarded, is a reply or a reading con�rmation. If the speci�ed terms
are found, the message is marked with the feature. Table 8 explains which strings this
feature extractor looks for. All text was converted to lower case.
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4 Contextual features and their extraction

Figure 11: Triangle clustering's NESA cluster. The graph is much bigger than the
other versions and is indeed tightly connected.

feature keywords

email is acknowledgement �read:� , �lesebestätigung:�, �leído:�
email is forwarded �fwd:�, �fw:�, �weitergeleitet:�
email is reply �re:�, �answer:�, �aw:�, , �antwort:�

Table 8: Email types are identi�ed by searching for these keywords in the subject.
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4.6 Message size (MS)

4.6 Message size (MS)

The message size feature can be derived from the Content-Length header �eld. It de�nes
the number of bytes in the email body and includes attachments. While some folders
might rather contain short notes, other folders could be supposed to store longer docu-
ments. The message size feature extractor emits features based on four size levels. Table
9 shows how these size levels are de�ned.

Feature Condition

tiny Content-Length < 100
small 100 ≤ Content-Length < 500
normal 500 ≤ Content-Length < 2000
large 2000 ≤ Content-Length

Table 9: The message sizes are extracted and mapped to four discrete levels.

The MS feature extractor considers the entire message length, not accounting for for-
warded embedded messages. Thus features might be misleading when a folder contains
many embedded forwarded messages. In combination with the email type feature extrac-
tor (ET), more valuable conditions may be found.
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5 Datasets

In this section we describe the datasets which we had available for testing. All data
was preprocessed as described in section 5.6. Table 10 lists the 10 datasets and some
details such as the amount of messages (#M) and folders (#F). We annotated the data
in table 10 with the foldering strategy of the mailbox owner as proposed by Whittaker
and Sidner [60]. Following their �ndings, we declare persons with less than 150 items
in their �inbox� as frequent �lers. Beck and Kaminski are spring cleaners, the others
are frequent �lers. Our datasets do not include no �lers. They would not have any
non-failed folders. We determined the �inbox� size from the user's mailboxes before
preprocessing. The percentage of messages belonging to the largest folder indicates that
lokay-m (45%), sanders-r (33%) and williams-w3 (50%) are the datasets with the
greatest class imbalance.

dataset origin #M (|fmax|) |fmax|
#M % #F #P threads strategy

private-ml private 30,111 (1,599) 5% 275 13,177 21,309 �
bsh-94 Shneiderman 3,544 (259) 7% 367 2,849 2,162 �
bsh-95 Shneiderman 3,694 (262) 7% 369 3,278 2,228 �
lokay-m Enron 2,552 (1,159) 45% 12 3,794 2,168 � (56)
beck-s Enron 1,978 (166) 8% 102 5,229 1,351 sc (751)
kaminski-v Enron 4,477 (547) 12% 41 7,523 2,757 sc (560)
farmer-d Enron 3,780 (1,192) 27% 27 6,921 2,667 � (85)
sanders-r Enron 1,248 (418) 33% 37 3,506 1,248 � (80)
kitchen-l Enron 4,010 (714) 18% 49 8,192 2,716 � (140)
williams-w3 Enron 2,773 (1,398) 50% 19 2,546 2,179 � (137)

Table 10: Mailboxes available for testing. #M is the amount of messages, |fmax|
indicates the amount of emails in the largest folder. #F the amount of folders.
#P is the amount of persons in the dataset. Foldering strategies: frequent �lers
(�) and spring cleaners (sc) can be determined from the inbox size (shown in
brackets) or their amount of folders. |fmax|

#M % is the percentage of messages
belonging to the largest folder. It can be used to indicate how severe the class
imbalance is.

5.1 Unique Feature Sets' Ratio (USR)

The Unique Sets' Ratio (USR) has been proposed by Tam [56]. It is designed for describ-
ing how well sets of participants correlate with folders, i.e., how good a person-oriented
feature set can be used to classify emails into folders. They give the following de�nition:

USR =
Groups of participants that are present in only 1 folder

Total number of groups of participants
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5.1 Unique Feature Sets' Ratio (USR)

We generalize this metric for all feature extractors, in order to calculate the aptitude of
speci�c feature types for each dataset.

USRTS,USRBHV,USRPS, etc., denominate the USRs for speci�c feature extractors κTS,
κBHV, κPS, etc, which are the message participants, time slots, behaviors, and so on.

The equation can be expressed in words with regards to a speci�c feature extractor:

USR =
Groups of features that are present in only 1 folder

Total number of groups of features

More formally, we can de�ne the USR as follows:

De�nition 8. The Unique Sets' Ratio USRκ(F ) assigns a positive real value ranging
from 0 to 1 to each mailbox.

USRκ(F ) =
|{w|w ∈W (κ, F ) ∧ q(w,U(κ, F )) = 1}|

|W (κ, F )|

Let the list of feature sets U(F ) of a mailbox consisting of folders F = {f1, .., fn} be:

U(κ, F ) = ({X(κ,m)|m ∈ f1)}, .., {X(κ,m)|m ∈ fn)})

We use a list rather than a set because {X(κ,m)|m ∈ f)} might be equal for di�erent
folders. Let q : P(X) × P(X)n → N be the function that counts how often a feature set
X(m) ∈ P(X) appears in U(F ). Then q(X,U(F )) for a set of features X is:

q(X,U(F )) = |(Xi|Xi ∈ U(F ) ∧Xi = X)|

The set of feature sets of a mailbox W (F ) is the �attened set of U(F ):

W (κ, F ) = {X|X ∈ Uf ∧ Uf ∈ U(κ, F )}.

Higher USR values mean that many feature sets only appear in a single folder. High USR
values might indicate that these speci�c feature sets are very suitable for the classi�cation
task. Table 11 shows some USR values for our test data.

The data sets with the highest USR values (lokay-m, williams-w3 and sanders-r) are
those with the highest percentage of messages �led in a single folder, as shown in table
10 on page 64. Obviously, those large folders contain feature combinations which do not
appear in the other folders, as expressed by Heap's law. Thus the existence of very large
folders is conditional to a high USR. This limits the use of USR as a measure for the
description of the utility of a speci�c feature extractor.
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5 Datasets

dataset USRP hmfdur USRTS USRPS USRT USRBHV

bsh-94 0.92 4.3 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.43
bsh-95 0.92 0 0.87 0.92 0.87 0.37
private-ml 0.86 3 0.90 0.86 0.93 0.25
sanders-r 0.94 48 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.54
williams-w3 0.97 25 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.71
farmer-d 0.88 144 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.48
lokay-m 0.93 0 0.94 0.93 0.97 0.56
kitchen-l 0.86 60 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.34
beck-s 0.88 61 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.39
kaminski-v 0.91 291 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.37

Table 11: Unique feature sets' ratios for di�erent feature extractors: High values
might indicate that the corresponding feature type is very suitable for the
classi�cation task. The top 3 values of each column are emphasized.

5.2 Harmonic mean of folder duration (hmfdur)

We propose the measure �hmfdur� to describe how time-dependent the folders of a mail-
box are. Hmfdur is the harmonic mean of the greatest timespans within each folder of the
email archive. Only folders with more than one message are considered. Let dur : F → R

be the duration14 of a folder in days, computable by determining the greatest timespan
between messages in folder f . The equation of hmfdur can be expressed as follows:

hmfdur(f) =
|F |∑

f∈F

1

dur(f)

Hmfdur is a measure that expresses how much the foldering scheme depends on message
timestamps. Very low values of hmfdur express that most folders are not in use for a
long period. For those mailboxes, the use of time-based features might be bene�cial for
the classi�cation performance. Table 11 shows the hmfdur values for our test data. We
might expect that hmfdur values in a certain range express that folders are used only for
a speci�c period. As the scale is in days, we consider values greater than 1 and lower
than 100 as an interesting range. This range covers period lengths from daily usage up to
three months. Such periods could possibly motivate foldering. The datasets private-ml,
bsh-94 , beck-s, sanders-r, kitchen-l and williams-w3 reach hmfdur values within
this range.

14In our datasets there is a duration for each folder, because after preprocessing each folder contains at
least 3 messages.
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5.3 The Enron corpus

Each folder contributes equally to hmfdur, so that the existence of very large folders does
not cause a bias towards a small or great hmfdur value, as happens in the case of USR.

5.3 The Enron corpus

The Enron Corporation was a very large US energy company. In 2001, an accounting
scandal lead to bankruptcy and a large criminal investigation began. The investigation
was led by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), a US-government agency.
The FERC aquired about 500,000 emails including attachments from about 150 Enron
employees. Scientists at the University of Massachusetts purchased the dataset and
made it publicly available for research. It has since then extensively been used for
email research. The email clients used within the Enron Corporation have been Outlook
and Notes. Some datasets contain technical folders speci�c to both clients. Klimt [39]
and Bekkerman [5] already described several characteristics of the Enron dataset. For
example, multiple folders are copies of each other, indicating a backup or email client
migration at some point in time. Many emails are exact duplicates.

There are seven large datasets that are widely used through research. The mailboxes are
those of Susan Beck (beck-s), Vince Kaminski (kaminski-v), Luise Kitchen (kitchen-l),
Darren Farmer (farmer-d), Bill Williams (williams-w3), Richard Sanders (sanders-r)
and Michelle Lokay (lokay-m).

The dataset williams-w3 has been described as a degenerated dataset [56]. In fact, 1,389
of its 2,912 messages are in a single folder �schedule crawler�. These are automatically
created database error messages of similar content and structure. They all have the
same subject�Start Date: 2/2/02 HourAhead hour 2;� - only the digits change. Because
of this, williams-w3 has the largest mean amount of terms in the subject (3.8). We
consider it an interesting dataset anyways, because it demonstrates the gap between
Mean Reciprocal Rank (very high) and Macro-Averaged Precision (very low), which is
conditional upon the existence of very large folders.

In the Enron corpus newsletters are very common. In deviation to the typical case, the
newsletters contain explicitly all recipients addresses in the email header �elds, exposing
them to each receiver. Because of this, the seven Enron datasets have a mean amount
of persons per message of 9.4, as table 12 shows. For the three other datasets, this value
is only 3.2. A high standard-deviation (> 15) then means that the mailbox includes
mailing lists as well as personal messages at comparable shares.

Some Enron datasets stand for class imbalance with regards to folder size: lokay-m,
williams-w3 and sanders-r each have a very large folder containing at least a third of
all messages. Other datasets also contain large folders, but usually more than just one.
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5 Datasets

dataset #P #P
#M #Terms #Terms

#M #P + #Terms

private-ml 13,177 3.2 ± 12.5 12,485 3.4 ± 2.1 25,662
bsh-94 2,849 2.9 ± 5.0 1,669 2.6 ± 1.6 4,518
bsh-95 3,278 3.6 ± 8.6 1,654 2.7 ± 1.7 4,932
beck-s 5,229 9.8 ± 19.8 1,190 3.4 ± 1.9 6,419
lokay-m 3,794 12.7 ± 29.1 1,946 3.6 ± 2.1 5,740
kaminski-v 7,523 5.0 ± 10.8 2,280 3.2 ± 2.1 9,803
farmer-d 6,921 9.7 ± 25.0 1,625 3.3 ± 1.8 8,546
sanders-r 3,506 10.1 ± 19.2 1,198 3.8 ± 2.6 4,704
kitchen-l 8,192 9.5 ± 22.4 2,184 3.1 ± 2.2 10,376
williams-w3 2,546 8.4 ± 14.1 1,221 3.8 ± 1.7 3,767

Table 12: Datasets and baseline features: This table shows the mean amount of
persons and subject terms per message. High person numbers result from
many mailing lists. #P

#M shows the mean amount of message participants and

the standard deviation. #Terms
#M shows the mean amount of terms in the subject

and the standard deviation.

datasets: lokay-m, beck-s, williams-w3, sanders-r, kaminski-v, kitchen-l, farmer-d

5.4 Ben Shneiderman's Email Collection

Ben Shneiderman's Email Collection [55] is his personal archive of about 45,000 work re-
lated emails. It includes personal emails about computer science topics from 1984 to 1996
in English. Shneiderman grants research licenses to his email collection to researchers on
a personal basis.

The dataset is uncommonly large and it is grouped into years. The messages of the
very early years are of a structure regarding host names, country codes and headers that
is not comparable to nowadays emails. We split it by years into smaller datasets and
only experiment with the years of 94 and 95. The dataset of the latest year (1996) is
incomplete. The data did not contain technical folders, such as �inbox� or �sent items�.
Shneiderman's various personal email addresses needed to be manually collected in order
to be associated to the mailbox owner. We identi�ed 8 email addresses.

Shneiderman's foldering depth and scheme

Ben Shneiderman's Email Collection follows a very strict foldering scheme: the top level
folder is the year of the message, the second level is the name of the topic - usually this is
the surname of a person. In very few cases, he uses a deeper third level: In 1994, of 367
folders 336 are on the second level, 5 are on the third level, and 1 is on the fourth level.
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5.5 Private dataset

Although at �rst glance it might look as if messages were simply organized by persons,
the USRP rating of this dataset in comparison with the Enron datasets reveals that the
persons are not the only foldering criteria Ben Shneiderman used. Many folders contain
emails from more than one person. One example is a folder named after an applicant
for an open position in his research group. From the candidate, the folder only contains
a very brief application letter. The remaining messages are recommendations of his
former employees and �nally Shneiderman's hiring message addressed at the candidate.
Ben Shneiderman's foldering structure demonstrates a very high degree of discipline in
foldering. This is exceptional and not to be expected from other persons that are not
aware of email overload and its consequences.

Personas

Ben Shneiderman explains that those emails originate exclusively from his work life. For
the 1995-subset he uses 5 di�erent addresses, all beginning with 'ben' and ending with
'umd.edu'. Although these are di�erent email addresses, we expect them to address the
same mailbox, so that all emails in the collection are designated to the working 'Professor
Shneiderman' rather than to him as an end user, consumer or photographer.

datasets: bsh-94 and bsh-95.

5.5 Private dataset

The private-ml dataset contains mainly German, some English and Spanish emails
from 1998 to 2012. It is a large dataset with a very heterogeneous folder structure. Most
folders are a combination of year and topic or year and project. Especially some of the
project folders correspond to the same group of persons, but with di�erent topics.

Personas

The mailbox includes the messages of a single person that takes multiple roles: There
are professional emails from work life, advertisements, invoices, educational email from
high school and university classes and private email from friends and family. For some
time, the email archive had even been used to store photos, source code snippets and
news group articles. The structure of the mailbox is highly nested and accounts for this
multiple roles.

datasets: private-ml.
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5.6 Preprocessing the datasets

For the purpose of having comparable results, we applied a similar preprocessing to all
datasets as Bekkerman et al.[5]. Regarding the Enron datasets, we added an additional
preprocessing step by also extracting the person names from the email headers. We
do this in order to be able to re�nd these persons in embedded email messages, which
sometimes mention only the person's name without email address (see section 4.4.1).

mailbox owner detection The �sent items� and homonymous folders are used in order
to �nd out the email addresses of the mailbox owner. This information is used in
multiple feature extractors: The social clustering algorithms remove the mailbox
owner from their network. The mailbox owner is not extracted as a feature from
the person-related feature extractors.

removal of non-topical folders Those folders have been removed because they are spe-
ci�c to email clients. In the collections remained only folders which have been
created by users. Those are the only folders which messages were actively assigned
to. We are only interested in intentionally �led emails. The removed folders are:

1. inbox
2. sent-mail, sent mail, sent, sent items

3. all documents

4. discussion threads

5. deleted items

Some of the removed folders are just views of the Notes email client and solely
contained duplicates. Bekkerman et al. also removed �calendar� and �contacts�
from the Enron datasets. We keep these folders. They do not resemble function-
alities speci�c to email clients but to Personal Information Systems. Especially
the messages in the �calendar� folder contain personal text messages with greet-
ings, food preferences or vacation planning. For the Microsoft Outlook test data
the corresponding non-topical folder names were removed by making use of the
OlDefaultFolders15 [47] enumeration of the O�ce API.

removal of tiny folders smaller than three: For validating the classi�cation performance
of such small classes, at least one sample is needed for training and another sample
for testing. We usually need another sample as withheld data to tune algorithm
parameters. With such little data, there is no way to tell if the algorithm has
generalized well or is over-�tting. Whittaker and Sidner denominated folders with
less than three items as �failed folders� [60]. For these reasons, we remove folders
with just one or two items.

15We keep only folders of type 4.
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5.6 Preprocessing the datasets

enron person names extraction There are two headers: From and X-From. Those head-
ers contain information about the same persons in the same order: X-From contains
the names while From contains the email addresses. We merge the name and the
address into a Participant object.
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6 Experiments

In this chapter we describe and evaluate experiments in order to answer the following
questions:

1. Do the feature selection results meet our expectations?

2. Does Naive Bayes with uniform prior outperform the common prior #class size
#all instances

?

3. How does the classi�cation performance of individual feature sets compare to a
shared feature set? Does it provide signi�cantly better results for the useful non-
failed16 folders?

4. Which contextual feature extractors provide the greatest accuracy gain when ad-
joined to the baseline features S+P (subject terms and participants)?

5. How well do the most promising contextual extractor combinations perform? Is
there a combination that signi�cantly outperforms S+P on all datasets?

In the �rst section, we illustrate how the feature selection performs on folders of a speci�c
dataset. Then we provide classi�cation results in the form of accuracy charts and explain
them.

6.1 Feature selection case studies for a speci�c mailbox

We use the mailbox of the administrative assistant Michelle Lokay (dataset lokay-m)
for demonstrating the feature extraction with regard to some special folder use cases.
We applied all feature extractor to the archive, with the exception of the Participants
feature extractor (P), because the PR extractor extracts almost the same information
(Participants and their role as sender or receiver). Table 13 shows the folder names
found in lokay-m and the top 3 feature extractors that sum to the greatest utility values
using Mutual Information.

Persons and subject terms - the traditional baseline features (S+P) - constitute the lion's
share of the feature utilities. The employed feature selection algorithm cannot identify re-
lationships among features, so other features might be more important than displayed in
table 13 when they are considered in conjunction. This �rst analysis, however, shows that
email behaviors, time slots and host names can usefully contribute to the folder descrip-
tion. The quantity of features generated by some extractors, such as terms or persons,
might easily outweigh the few features that, for example, the GrammaticalExtractor can

16Whittaker et al. [60] describe failed folders as too small or too big to ease email re�nding (Sec. 2.1).
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6.1 Feature selection case studies for a speci�c mailbox

folder 1st rank 2nd rank 3rd rank

articles 76% PR 9% S 5% BHV

contacts 44% PR 30 % S 2% TSRel

corporate 67% PR 6% BHV 6% T

enron travel club 48% PR 27% S 5% BHV

enron t s 76% PR 7% S 3% PS

hea nesa 58% PR 18% S 6% PS

kim's �les 60 % PR 8% TSRel 7% S

personal 68% PR 10% CC 6% S

publications 46% PR 25% S 8% CC

systems 69% PR 12% S 5% CC

training 54% PR 19% S 5% CC

tw commercial group 68% PR 8% S 5% CC

Table 13: The foldering scheme of lokay-m: The percentages indicate which features
have the greatest utility with regards to Mutual Information. The features
are grouped by their source extractors and the top 3 extractors appear in the
table: PR (persons with roles), S (subject terms), CC (country codes and host
names), TSRel (time slots reduced), BHV (email behaviors). There are detailed
analyses on �HEA/NESA�, �training� and kim's �les in section 6.1.2.

extract. However, in our visualizations we use the utility values instead of the amount
of features, and we propagate those values as feature weights to the classi�ers.

6.1.1 Negative and Positive Features

A high feature utility as calculated with Mutual Information provides the information
that the feature is highly utile for discriminating the corresponding class. The calculation
of the feature utility values is described in listing 1 on page 33. Mutual Information does
not indicate whether the feature is a�rmative, or whether it decreases the probability
of class membership. In order to decide for the positive or negative role label, we assign
features to the positive groups, if they appear in the folder. Otherwise, they are consid-
ered negative features. Note that the actual classi�cation algorithm will internally assign
its own weight to each feature. The decision to label the feature as positive or negative
is of mere illustrative purpose.

De�nition 9. Let Xsel ⊆ X be the feature selection result and κ be the source feature
extractor. A positive feature x ∈ Xsel of folder f is a feature that appears in f , so that
x ∈ X(κ, f). A negative feature does not appears in f , so that x /∈ X(κ, f).

For the mail archive lokay-m, �gure 12 shows the shares of the positive feature groups.
The top 200 features of each folder are selected. The shares of the feature utility sums
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are displayed. About of a third of the selected features is not from S+P. This chart ought
to re�ect the user's foldering scheme, explaining the particular motivation and criteria
behind each folder. Mutual Information selected a diversi�ed feature selector setup.
Features from GR are hardly selected. When terms are selected as positive features, then
with very high utility values.

Figure 13 illustrates the negative feature groups. They are less diversi�ed than the
positive features. Especially features from PR are selected. Obviously, for each folder
it is easy to �nd a person who does not appear in it, because there are so many PR

features. The other extractors create fewer features. Combinations of behaviors, time
slots and host names contribute 10 - 30 % per folder. Time slots (TSRel) mark folders
to be out of use in certain periods. The folder �articles� has the most diverse negative
feature combination: The PC features express that it does not contain messages with
only one participant. Only the folder �contacts� contains messages composed by Lokay
for herself; those message contains only a single person. MS indicates that this folder
does not contain messages that exceed the smallest size. Well known persons BHV do not
appear in the folder, neither persons organized in clusters. This is intuitively clear, as
the �contacts� folder is used to store unknown people's contact information.

6.1.2 Lokay's folder �training�

On June 22nd 2000, Michelle Lokay registered for taking part in a "Derivatives" class - an
Enron internal class given by the Development Center on July, 11th. In a �rst message,
she is put on a waiting list. One week later, her class gets con�rmed, because she replaces
her colleague Steven who had to change his schedule. From now on, Michelle Lokay uses
this folder to collect newsletters from the Development Center. A �GPG-News-Flash�
about a new SAP implementation is apparently mis�led here. On July 31st, she receives
the class attendance con�rmation and invoice. Now the folder is used to collect 6 more
newsletter mailings on Development Center classes. Many subjects in this folder contain
hyphens. The folder contains neither replies nor forwarded messages.

Table 14 shows the detailed feature selection results for the folder �training�. It shows
both positive and negative features. The percentages refer to the utility values of the
feature selection. We only give the top 5 features per extractor. The �training� folder is
rather time-dependent, and TSRel is indeed selected as the 3rd most important feature
selector. Also, the folder covers a quite speci�c topic, so that many terms are selected: few
as a�rmative (with high utility values) and many as negative (with low utility values).
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6.1 Feature selection case studies for a speci�c mailbox

Figure 12: Positive features: This �gure shows the share of the top 200 most utile
features per folder, computed with Mutual Information. These are only the
features that appear in the actual folder, so we name them positive features.
While the terms of the subject (S, violet) and the person and role (PR, light
blue) represent the lion's share of the features, the time slot extractor (TS)
and the host name (CC) play a more variable role.
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Figure 13: Negative features: This �gure shows the top 200 utile features that do not
appear in the speci�c folder. They only appear in the other folders. Usually,
speci�c persons in their sender/receiver role(PR) describe which messages do
not �t into a folder.76



6.1 Feature selection case studies for a speci�c mailbox

lokay-m's folder �training�
selected 41 positive features with a summed utility of 0.31
selected 159 negative features with a summed utility of 0.31

% extractor top 5 features and explanation

54 PR

persons and roles: Negative persons appear in the majority of the
other folders. Positive persons indicate newsletter mailings. gra-
cie.presas@enron.com is the account used by the Development Cen-
ter. positive: senders enron.announcements@enron.com and gra-
cie.presas@enron.com, receiver all.houston@enron.com;negative: re-
ceivers lorraine.lindberg@enron.com and tk.lohman@enron.com

19 S subject terms: The Porter-stemmed terms deriv, o�er, class, cours,
appli have been selected as a�rmative features for �training�.

6 TSRel
time slots: The summer of 2000 is recognized as a signi�cant period
of this folder. positive: year 2000, season summer, friday, month 7;
negative: thursday

5 PS
unique person set hash code: Five sets of participants are marked
as important. We only store the �ngerprint of these sets and use them
as an identi�er, so we cannot reproduce the actual group of persons.

5 BHV

email behaviors - Positive email behaviors are those that mark newslet-
ters.

positive multiple parties, sender unknown as receiver, I don't appear in
email (sent from a list to a list)

negative broadcast, receiver is common as a receiver, receiver is un-
known as a receiver, sender is known as a receiver

2 CC host names: negative: cross domain mailings (The training is an Enron
internal issue.)

2 PU punctuation: colon, quotes, slashes and dots are negative

2 PC person count: selects the amount of 2 persons as positive, the amount
of 1 single person as negative.

1 COI Email Social Graph Communities of Interest clustering: cluster
2 as positive and cluster 6 as negative.

1 GR grammatical features: selects the �I-clusivity� as positive, �we-
clusivity� as negative.

1 MS message size: positive: small and large messages
1 ET email type: selects forwarded and replied messages as negative.

Table 14: Feature selection details: top 200 features grouped by extractor. The per-
centages of the �rst column refer to the sum of feature utilities.
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6.1.3 Lokay's folder �Kim's �les�

�Kim's �les� is a folder that contains 6 messages sent within 30 minutes from 25th March
2002 12:00 PM. All messages have been sent directly from Kimberly Watson to Michelle
Lokay. The are all forwarded messages, beginning with �FYI, Kim.� or �FYI, KIm.�.
They include from 1 to 5 embedded messages. None of the messages contains a cc or
other persons as receivers. Figure 14 shows how Kimberly Watson contributes to Lokay's
other folders. Because Watson is a frequent person in this dataset, her appearance is
only a hint to this folder. Considering her appearance together with the date of the 25th

March 2002 would be a very precise description of this folder.

Figure 14: The role of Kimberly Watson in lokay-m: The vertical axis shows the
amount of all messages involving Watson per week and the colors indicate
which folders they were assigned to. From July to December 2000, Watson's
emails usually are assigned to �articles�, then to �enron t s� until may 2001,
then into �tw commercial group�. Watson is a common sender - as recognized
by feature selection. The red peak on the right marks the 6 messages that
constitute �Kim's Files�.

6.1.4 Lokay's folder �NESA/HEA�

The name of this folder stands for National Energy Services Association (NESA) and
Houston Energy Association (HEA), two organizations that merged. http://www.nesanet.
org/about_nesa.asp reads: �National Energy Services Association is a non-pro�t orga-
nization whose members are drawn from all sectors of the marketplace, including natural
gas, electricity and �nancial services.�. NESA/HEA is an organization independent of
Enron, though many former Enron employees were NESA/HEA members. The organiza-
tion hosts regular meetings for its members. The folder is large: It includes 91 messages
from or to 20 persons with 13 threads. It spans 643 days from 16th June 2000 until
21st March 2002 with an average period of 8 days between the messages. Most messages
arrived on mondays, almost none on the weekend. Table 16 shows the feature selection
results.
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6.1 Feature selection case studies for a speci�c mailbox

lokay-m's folder �Kim's Files�
selected 26 positive features with a summed utility of 0.23
selected 174 negative features with a summed utility of 0.15

% extractor top 5 features and explanation

60 PR

persons and roles: Negative features are frequent persons that
do not appear in �Kim's �les�: receivers lorraine.lindberg@enron.com,
tk.lohman@enron.com and steven.harris@enron.com. Positive: sender
kimberly.watson@enron.com and receiver michelle.lokay@enron.com

8 TSRel time slots: a�rmative features: season spring, year 2002, tuesday, be-
fore lunch. negative: year 2001

7 S subject terms: positive: ivanho, amarillo, question; negative: aban-
don, ownership

6 BHV
email behaviors - negative only: receiver common as receiver, receiver
unknown as receiver, one to one email, multiple parties, sender common
as a receiver

4 CC host names: The appearance of the @enron.com -domain is positive,
and cross-domain-mailings are negative.

3 PU
punctuation: The appearance of colons and dots in the subject are pos-
itive features, while hyphens, comma and exclamation marks are negative
features.

1 PC person count: The count of 2 is positive, and the counts of 1, 3, 4 and
6 are negative features.

1 PS unique person set hash code: one a�rmative set of persons.
1 GR grammatical features: Imperative mood is a negative feature.

1 ET email type: selects forwarded emails as a�rmative, replied emails as
negative.

0 COI Email Social Graph Communities of Interest clustering: deter-
mines Communities of Interest 2,4 and 6 as negative features.

0 Triangles
Email Social Graph Triangle clustering: selects cluster 9 as nega-
tive feature.

Table 15: Feature selection details: top 200 features grouped by extractor. The per-
centages of the �rst column refer to the sum of feature utilities.
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lokay-m's folder �NESA/HEA�
selected 89 positive features with a summed utility of 4.24
selected 111 negative features with a summed utility of 1.50

% extractor top 5 features and explanation

58 PR

persons and roles: Lokay uses a di�erent email address for this
folder. Most messages are distributed by mailing lists, which are se-
lected as the mayor sender and receivers in this folder. The ap-
pearance of Lokay's main email address is negative. Positive fea-
tures: receivers nesa.sta�@nesanet.org, nesamembers@nesanet.org and
sta�@nesanet.org, sender lana.moore@nesanet.org; negative features: re-
ceiver michelle.lokay@enron.com

18 S subject terms: a�rmative: hea, nesa, annual, sport, tournament
6 PS unique person set hash code: 5 positive sets

5 CC host names: a�rmative domains: @nesanet.org, @enron.com, @hous-
tonenergy.org, @interim.com

4 BHV

email behaviors - features typical for discussion lists: the receiver is an
address well known for both sending and receiving, but not directly to the
mailbox owner. Positive features: receiver common as receiver, i don't
appear in the email, incoming message; negative: receiver unknown as
receiver, sender common as receiver

2 TS time slots: Early morning is the predominant time. Positive: 7th

hour, 7:45-8:00AM; Negative: 58th or 262nd day of the year, 6-12PM.
2 PU punctuation: exclamation mark, comma; negative: colon
1 PC person count: amount of 3
1 GR grammatical features: imperative mood, potential mood
1 ET email type: Negative features: forwarded or replied

1 COI Email Social Graph Communities of Interest clustering: positive
features: cluster 3, cluster 2, cluster 6

0 Triangles Email Social Graph Triangle clustering: positive: cluster 9

Table 16: Feature selection details: top 200 features grouped by extractor. The per-
centages of the �rst column refer to the sum of feature utilities. For this
feature selection, we used TS instead of TSRel. Multiple times, the day of year
is selected, which leads to over-�tting.
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6.2 Blind classi�cation

6.1.5 Conclusions from the feature selection results

About two thirds of all features are provided as terms and persons. The amount of fea-
tures provided by the contextual extractors is much more limited. Extractors such as PC
and MS generate only a single feature per message. Thus, the descriptive power of terms
and subjects leads to their high selectivity by feature selection. Additionally, the contex-
tual features might require being considered in combination (see section 6.7.3). Mutual
Information can only evaluate the utility of each feature individually. The contextual
features can, however, complete the folder descriptions provided by terms and persons.
The folder �training�, which has the strongest reference to a certain period of time, is
indeed the folder with the highest share of TSRel. The folder �hesa/nea� represents an
organization and is best represented by the host name that does indeed belong to them.

Although the feature selection results are not easy to visualize, they can be a helpful
description, especially for unknown mailboxes.

6.2 Blind classi�cation

With this experiment we demonstrate why the Macro-Averaged Precision is the most
important measure in automatic foldering. The scores are presented as the averages of
10-fold cross validations. Figure 15 shows that the A-priori �classi�er�, which simply
assigns an email to the largest class, reaches decent Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean
Reciprocal Rank scores on some datasets. Thus, the Macro-Averaged Precision is a score
that is more suitable to express the classi�cation performance in terms of automatic
foldering. We assume the smaller classes to be more important, because they can serve
the purpose of email re�nding better than the bigger class of more than 100 items.

Figure 15: Impact of class imbalance on Mean Reciprocal Rank and Micro-
Averaged Precision: A �classi�er� that assigns all emails to the largest folder
can achieve decent scores. In contrast, the Macro-Averaged Precision remains
low.
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6.3 Commercial classi�cation system

We present classi�cation results of a state-of-the-art commercial email classi�cation sys-
tem in order to compare our results to them. The product is a plug-in for a popular email
client. Upon new emails arriving it automatically proposes a list of folders to the user
which might serve as target folders. Figure 16 shows the performance of the commercial
classi�cation system on the ten datasets. The scores are presented as the averages of
10-fold cross validation.

(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

(c) Micro-Averaged Precision

Figure 16: Commercial email classi�cation system: The performance metrics indi-
cate a higher precision in large folders than in smaller folders. The Macro-
Averaged Precision is on an average of 13% smaller than the Micro-Averaged
Precision.

The commercial classi�er reaches reasonable Mean Reciprocal Rank scores. The Macro-
Averaged Precision scores are much lower than the Micro-Averaged Precision, indicating
that smaller classes are not well presented in the model. This supports our general
observation that traditional text classi�cation approaches are too strongly biased by
class sizes.
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6.4 Multinomial Naive Bayes, Uniform Prior and Naive Bayes Ensemble

In the �rst experiment we investigate whether the prior class probability in automatic
foldering can be learned from the training data if the training class sizes are used. Fur-
thermore, we test if the Naive Bayes one-versus-all ensemble (OVA) yields better per-
formance than the Multinomial Naive Bayes implementation. We tested three variants
of Naive Bayes: Naive Bayes OVA (NB(ensemble)), Naive Bayes with uniform prior
(NB(uniform)), and standard Naive Bayes with learned prior probability (NB(learned))
on all ten datasets. These classi�ers are trained on the top 800 features of subject

terms and persons. Figure 17 shows our measurements of these classi�cation runs. The
scores are presented as the averages of 10-fold cross validation.

NB(uniform) outperforms NB(learned) on 7 of the 10 datasets. Only in williams-w3,
lokay-m and farmer-d- the datasets with the greatest class imbalance - the NB(learned)
performs superior in terms of Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean Reciprocal Rank. If
we look at the Macro-Averaged Precision, NB(uniform) outperforms NB(learned) on
every dataset.

The NB(ensemble) outperforms both NB(learned) and NB(uniform) in terms of the
Macro-Averaged Precision on every dataset. Regarding the Micro-Averaged Precision
and Mean Reciprocal Rank, NB(ensemble) performs best on only 3 datasets: beck-s,
bsh-94 and bsh-95. On all other datasets except for sanders-r it performs worst.

We performed a paired t-test, comparing the distribution of the accuracies and reciprocal
rankings for all rows. This was done by concatenating the accuracy scores of all datasets.
The performance di�erences between NB(trained), NB(uniform) and NB(ensemble) in
terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank and Micro-Averaged Precision are not statistically sig-
ni�cant. The di�erence, however, lies in the Macro-Averaged Precision gain.

6.4.1 Conclusions

As we assumed, the folder sizes as they could be learned from training data do not
necessarily correspond to the actual class sizes. Especially the class imbalance causes
a large bias towards the largest folder when trained prior probabilities about the folder
size are used. This is shown in �gure 17(a). For automatic email foldering, a uniform
distribution should be assumed, rather than the sizes of the training classes. The majority
of messages for any particular folder might be written in the future (in the test set).
Though the precision can be greater with using the prior learned from training, this
precision gained comes at the expense of the smaller unfailed folders.
A more adequate prior probability for email folders might be learned from the timespan
since the last time a message was assigned to the folder.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision: Using an OVA ensemble classi�er signi�cantly improves per-class accu-
racy. Each class is individually represented by its own binary classi�er. NB(uniform) outperforms
NB(learned).

(c) Micro-Averaged Precision: The OVA ensemble classi�er shows in some cases worse performance
than Multinomial Naive Bayes. Probably because only the binary con�dence is not well comparable
across all ensemble members. NB(learned) outperforms NB(uniform) on datasets with greater class
imbalance: In lokay-m, williams-w3 and farmer-d 25-50% of all messages are in a single folder. In
these cases, guessing for the large failed folders improves the precision.

Figure 17: Performance comparisons between NB(learned), NB(uniform) and
NB(ensemble) show that OVA ensemble classi�cation signi�cantly im-
proves the accuracy on smaller folders, which we consider most important.
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6.5 Classi�cation with shared and individual feature sets

Also, we already assumed that the ensemble approach would outperform the multinomial
Naive Bayes approaches in terms of Macro-Averaged Precision. This happens because
the folders are individually represented by a binary classi�er. The ensemble is sometimes
outperformed in terms of Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean Reciprocal Rank because
the classi�cation decision among the ensemble members is made upon their con�dence
value. The Naive Bayes con�dence values are not necessarily comparable and might
be on di�erent scales. A prior that compensates for these di�erent scales might be a
countermeasure to improve the Micro-Averaged Precision.

6.5 Classi�cation with shared and individual feature sets

The experiment of the ultimate section showed that an ensemble of Naive Bayes classi�ers
can increase the Macro-Averaged Precision. In this section we investigate how the clas-
si�cation performance of our ensemble approach compares to state-of-the-art multi-class
implementations. All experiments were conducted with liblinear's Logistic Regression
method and a �xed regularization parameter (C) of 1.0. Note that we did not tune any
of the Linear Regression's parameters and just used the default values. We compare
the performance of the liblinear's L2 regularized logistic regression dual as an OVA
multi-class classi�er with either a shared set of features versus an individual set for each
binary classi�er of the OVA ensemble. We selected the top 800 features of the subject
terms and the participants. The scores are presented as the averages of 10-fold cross
validation. We assume that in very heterogeneous foldering schemes individual features
sets are more suitable for describing the di�erences between folders.

Figure 18 shows the evaluation metrics for both algorithms on all 10 datasets. The use
of individual feature sets does indeed improve the Macro-Averaged Precision, but results
in lower Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean Reciprocal Rank scores.

6.5.1 Conclusions

Our experiments show that the classi�cation precision on small classes is improved by
using individual feature sets. The improvement depends on how diverse the foldering
scheme is. The performance of the experiments on the private dataset, which is very
complex in the sense that it includes multiple Personas and a highly nested structure,
bene�ts greatly from the use of individual feature sets. Also, the overall number of
features might be in�uential. We suspect that feature selection makes more sense if
there is a large amount of features to choose from. Table 17 shows the numbers of overall
features, the relative performance di�erences and the number of folders. We expect
that individual feature sets work better on foldering schemes of greater heterogeneity.
It might be suspected that longer periods lead to greater heterogeneity because people
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(a) The Mean Reciprocal Rank is decreased when using individual feature sets instead of a shared feature
set in most cases. The di�erent sets lead to incomparable con�dence values across the ensemble
members.

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision: Using individual feature sets instead of a single shared feature set can
increase the MAMAP. For 6 of the 10 datasets, individual feature sets reach higher scores.

(c) The Micro-Averaged Precision (MAP) is lower with individual feature sets than with a shared feature
set. This e�ect grows with the class imbalance in lokay-m (45%), williams-w3 (50%) and farmer-d

(27%) and homogeneity of the foldering scheme (bsh).

Figure 18: Performance comparisions between individual and shared feature sets in
LibLinear's L2 regularized Logistic Regression classi�er on the top 800 features
of subject terms and participants (S+P). MAMAP and MAP show opposite
behavior. Measurements of MAP and MRR have the same tendency.
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6.5 Classi�cation with shared and individual feature sets

forget their own foldering schemes. However, there is no clear advantage of the ensemble
on mailboxes that cover longer periods.

dataset ∆ MAMAP #Features (S+P) #F #Features
#F

timespan in days

beck-s 2 % 6419 102 63 747 (01/13/00-01/28/02)
farmer-d -2% 8546 27 317 763 (12/10/99-01/11/02)
kaminski-v 5 % 9803 41 239 542 (11/30/99-05/25/01)
kitchen-l 2 % 10376 49 212 365 (02/07/01-02/07/02)
lokay-m -1% 5740 12 478 1024 (06/05/00-03/25/02)
sanders-r 13% 4704 37 127 979 (06/09/99-02/12/02)
williams-w3 7% 3767 19 198 311 (04/02/01-02/07/02)
bsh-94 0 % 4518 367 12 454 (10/05/93-01/02/95)
bsh-95 -7% 4932 369 13 711 (03/04/94-02/13/96)
private-ml 9% 25662 275 93 4818 (02/02/99-04/12/12)

Table 17: ∆ MAMAP shows the relative performance di�erence of the Macro-Averaged
Precision values from �gure 18. The timespan is the length of the period
between the �rst and the last message in the mailbox (written in brackets). Is
there a causation between the number of features per folder and the MAMAP
di�erence? farmer-d and lokay-m and bsh-95 are of the opposite extremes
with regards to features per folder (#Features

#F
).

We know that the bsh-94 and bsh-95 datasets are foldered rather monotonously by
projects that are usually constituted by a �xed set of persons. Thus, there are no obvious
di�erences in the foldering criterias between the folders. We consider this a special case
- neither the Enron datasets nor private-ml have this characteristic. The reason for
the performance gain in williams-w3 is obviously because it contains a giant folder with
50% of the messages. The other folders are underrepresented in a common feature set. In
farmer-d and lokay-m there are only few folders with less imbalance than williams-w3,
so that a common feature set might represent all folders. The other datasets have more
folders and show performance gains due to the use of individual feature sets.

The combination of Mutual Information with individual feature sets might lead to over-
�tting. It is probably harder to generalize upon features that have been especially selected
for a speci�c folder than to generalize based on an objective, shared feature set. We also
conducted experiments with a Naive Bayes ensemble using individual feature sets and
noticed a vast drop in accuracy. Mutual Information usually generates higher utility
values in positive features than in negative features. Using the utility value as feature
weights might make every document that contains at least one feature get a high score
from every Naive Bayes ensemble member. Although Linear Regression is less in�uenced
by feature weights and does not assume statistically independent features as Naive Bayes
does, in some cases it performs better with a more balanced feature set.
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6.6 Impact of adding a single contextual feature extractor

In this section, the aptitude of the individual feature extractors is evaluated. We want to
�nd out which contextual feature extractors provide the greatest gain in performance in
addition to the features of the subject terms and participants (SP). Again, we did not
tune any of the parameters for Logistic Regression and use the default values. Addition-
ally, we evaluate if higher USR values correspond with a gain in performance on speci�c
datasets. Table 11 on page 66 summarizes the USR for di�erent feature extractors.

We conduct all experiments with an one-versus-all ensemble of L2-regularized Logistic
Regression classi�ers. There is an individual classi�er for each folder, classifying between
the folder as a positive class and the other folders as the negative class. Each ensemble
member performs on its individual set of the top 400 features of the corresponding folder,
selected using Mutual Information. As the amount of features is �xed, adding a feature
extractor means in this experiment that speci�c baseline features (terms or persons)
are replaced by contextual features that seem more discriminative in terms of Mutual
Information.

For space constraints, we present the MRR and MAMAP scores here, and leave the MAP
scores out. The MAP scores usually show the same tendency as MRR. For the purpose
and use case of providing a ranked list of non-failed folders, MAMAP and MRR are most
important. Again, all scores are presented as the averages of 10-fold cross validation.

6.6.1 Persons and roles (PR)

The PR feature extractor can be used as a replacement for the participants extractor P.
PR extracts not only the email address of the person, but an enriched representation that
also describes the role of the person as sender or receiver. Figure 19 shows the scores of
the ensemble classi�er using an S+PR feature extractor instead of using P. We exchange
P for PR in order avoid redundant features that could harm the accuracy.

Usage of the SPr can increase the Macro-Averaged Precision on some datasets. On
beck-s, we performed a paired t-test and found out that the performance gain due to PR

is signi�cant (p-value 0.001).

The most important di�erence between the extractor PR and P is that PR treats a person
as two di�erent features, when it appear in di�erent roles. So an increase in accuracy
might mean that persons appear in certain folders only as senders or only as receivers.
By not observing a signi�cant increase, we conclude that most email archives are not
consistently foldered with regard to the person's email roles. The seldom increase might
mean that only for speci�c persons - the boss, business leads, VIPs - the role is of such
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6.6 Impact of adding a single contextual feature extractor

(a) Using the person-and-role (PR) extractor instead of P does not yield a positive e�ect on the Mean
Reciprocal Rank.

(b) An increase or decrease of the Macro-Averaged Precision using S+PR depends on the dataset. The
results on beck-s, kitchen-l and williams-w3 are improved. On other datasets, the performance
is worse due to the SPr extractor.

Figure 19: Using persons and roles (PR) instead of persons P as features does not
improve the accuracy on every dataset.
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importance that it justi�es a classi�cation decision. In the absence of such cases, the
performance worsens. The strong semantics that accompany the involvement of a person
in a message should better not be split apart into two separate features. Using the person
itself as a feature (P) is better for most datasets.

(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 20: Using persons and roles (PR) additionally to SP as features does increase
the accuracy on almost every dataset.

In a second experiment, we evaluated the performance of SP+PR. The results are shown
in �gure 20. Using the person-role feature additional to the person does improve the
accuracy. We expect that many features appear redundantly - a person that is very
present in a folder might appear trice as P feature and as PR-sender and PR-receiver.
Since Mutual Information does not consider inter-feature dependencies, in such a case all
three features would be selected by feature selection. However, the e�ect of redundant
features is much less negative than expected.
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6.6.2 Time slots (TS and TSRel)

We tested the impact of timing features by adding a ts feature extractor to the subject
terms and email participants (S P TS).

While the high USRTS values indicates that lokay-m, sanders-r and williams-w3 would
bene�t most from timing features, the hmfdur measure indicates private-ml, bsh-94,
beck-s, sanders-r, kitchen-l and williams-w3 instead. Figure 21 shows the scores of
the ensemble classi�er using an additional ts feature extractor.

(a) The Mean Reciprocal Rank of S+P+TS is worse on most datasets.

(b) The Macro-Averaged Precision of S+P+TS is worse than only with persons and subject terms.

Figure 21: Performance comparisions between S+P+TS and S+P. The extraction of abso-
lute time points as features leads to over-�tting.

The performance metrics indicate that the addition of timing features deteriorates the
classi�cation performance on most datasets. Only three dataset (lokay-m, farmer-d and
sanders-r) perform equally as without timing features. williams-w3 is the only dataset
that performs better with timing features. Probably the smaller folders in williams-w3

can be described in greater detail with the help of TS, while these feature set lead to
over-�tting on the other dataset.
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The features extracted from the TS might lead the classi�cator to over-�tting, because
some values are of very low frequency. As all results are presented from 10-fold cross-
validation, over-�tting would be indicated by low averaged precision scores and a high
variance between the scores of each validation iteration. However, the Macro-Averaged
Precision on beck-s of 0.56 has a standard deviation of 0.03 which is not a high value.
(For comparison: beck-s with S+P+ET has a Macro-Averaged Precision of 0.54 ± 0.04;
kaminski-v with S+P+TS: 0.47± 0.04; kaminski-v with S+P+ET: 0.57± 0.04.)

If over-�tting is the reason for the poor performance, the removal of the low frequency
features would increase the performance of S+P+TS. Thus, we created a feature extractor
TSRel that extracts all features of TS but the following: day of year, hour, quarter day,
quarter hour. As we saw in the feature selection case study in section 6.1, �day of year� is
a feature type that is often selected. It might lead to over-�tting if there are few emails
of that speci�c date. Figure 22 shows the results of TSRel.

(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 22: Performance of S+P+TSRel on some datasets: The scores for lokay-m are the
same as with S+P+TS and with S+P, for farmer-d they are the same as for S+P
and better than for S+P+TS.
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After the removal of the harmful low frequency feature from TS, TSRel does not worsen
the performance on datasets that are not foldered by time as much as TS does. TSRel

performs the same as TS on kitchen-l and williams-w3, the only datasets that gain
performance from temporal features. We can conclude that timing feature might be useful
for some datasets, but only when they are frequent enough to allow for generalization.
For the Mutual Information feature selection any of the 365 �day of year� features might
seem of high utility, replacing useful term or personal features from the feature sets.

On the dataset private-ml, a vast increase of the MRR can be observed. This is due
to the fact that there are many folders that contain a year's newsletters. Those are big
folders of more than 250 items, depending on the frequency of the newsletters. Because
those folders are so big, they are already well represented by the S+P features. So there is
a big increase regarding the Mean Reciprocal Rank and only a small increase regarding
the Macro-Averaged Precision. Also on this dataset, TSRel performs better than TS. As
private-ml is the largest dataset, the low frequency features of TS are more frequently
contained, so that they do not lead to over-�tting as strongly as on the other datasets.
However, this e�ect clearly shows that features need to be expressed on a constrained,
discrete scale, and that 365 �day of year� features are way too many.

Finally, neither hmfdur nor USR are reliable metrics to evaluate whether temporal in-
formation can improve the precision on a speci�c dataset. TS is generally useful for
classi�cation, but it generates too many features that replace useful ones. TSRel pro-
duces less feature and is less prone to over-�tting.

6.6.3 Social network clusters (COI+GV+Triangles and IC)

We used social network analysis to identify clusters of persons. In this experiment, we
evaluate the joint results of three clustering approaches: Triangle clustering, Communi-
ties of Interest and Girvan-Newman. Also, we evaluate if there is a gain in accuracy due
to the use of the IC feature extractor, that provides the Independent Components of the
Email Social Graph as features. We use each cluster's name as a feature.

Combined Clustering (COI+GV+Triangles)

The clusters generated separately by COI, GV and Triangles are very few. For this
reason, we use them jointly in order to increase the e�ect. Figure 23 shows the scores of
the ensemble classi�er using the additional COI+GV+Triangles feature extractor.

Particularly the runtime of the Girvan-Newman clustering grows quadratically with the
number of persons in the mailbox. For this reason, in our experiments we only perform
Girvan-Newman clustering on datasets with #P < 2,000, which only is the case for
williams-w3.
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(a) The Mean Reciprocal Rank of COI+GV+Triangles: with these feature, no signi�cantly higher scores
can be reached.

(b) The Macro-Averaged Precision of coi+triangles+gv: in 5 cases, the MAMAP is slightly decreased,
in 3 cases it is increased and in 2 cases it remains equal.

Figure 23: The advanced clustering approaches that provide the features of
COI+GV+Triangles do only in the case of beck-s lead to an improvement
of accuracy.
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The clusters IDs provide only in some cases meaningful clustering information. The fact
that the Mean Reciprocal Rank remains almost unchanged while there is more variance
in the Macro-Averaged Precision scores indicates that the bigger folders bene�t from
the clustering. We suspect that in bigger folders, larger groups of persons that can be
clustered appear more often.

Independent Components (IC)

The features of the IC extractor are the connected components of the Email Social Graph.
So a feature can be any group of persons that are connected through common emails.
This �graph clustering approach� does not perform any actual clustering but simply uses
the already existing independent subgraphs within the very sparse Email Social Graph.
Figure 24 shows the results.

(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 24: Using S+P+IC has a rather positive e�ect on the accuracy.

While the Mean Reciprocal Rank remains unchanged, there is a slight increase in the
Macro-Averaged Precision on 5 datasets. On four datasets, there is a decrease and
on kaminski-v, it remains unchanged. The clearest Macro-Averaged Precision gain is
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achieved on the most unbalanced datasets, lokay-m, sanders-r and williams-w3.

Interpretation

From the Email Social Graph density information given in table 7 at page 56 we ex-
pected that williams-w3, sanders-r, lokay-m, kitchen-l and farmer-d would bene�t
most from graph clustering. This is true for all datasets but sanders-r and farmer-d:
farmer-d only bene�ts from COI+Triangles+GV, sanders-r only from IC. With regards
to the other dataset, the Email Social Graph is too sparse to allow for a meaningful
clustering. The resultant clusters are too few or too meaningless to have a signi�cant
impact on the clustering performance. In some cases, very large clusters are found, that
apply to almost every message and folder, so that the large folders bene�t. The density
D is a good indicator for the potential accuracy gain due to graph clustering.

For the dataset lokay-m, Independent Components seem to be meaningful features. They
have been identi�ed as a�rmative features with 10% or more feature utility for the
folders �corporate�, �hea/nesa� and �personal�. Those folders do indeed represent groups
of persons. The folders �corporate� and �hea/nesa� do primarily contain newsletters
from and to a groups representing either Enron or HEA/NESA. All newsletter recipients
appear in the header �elds. This is not a typical setup: usually a mailing list email
address would be used that does not reveal the other recipients. However this folders
provide enough density for the Email Social Graph to include meaningful components
clusters as clusters. The feature becomes especially useful in inter-organizational folders
such as �hea/nesa� where multiple email host names are involved.

6.6.4 Email behaviors (BHV)

Figure 25 shows the scores of the ensemble classi�er using an additional BHV feature
extractor.

From the USR scores in table 11 we would expect that the datasets lokay-m, williams-w3
and sanders-r represent foldering schemes that are stronger based on email behaviors
than the schemes of the other datasets. For lokay-m and williams-w3 this renders true,
for sanders-r only insigni�cantly.

The Mean Reciprocal Rank remains unchanged on most datasets, an increase can be seen
on lokay-m. The Macro-Averaged Precision is increased on nearly every dataset. There
are slight drops in accuracy on farmer-d, kaminski-v and private-ml. Particularly on
lokay-m and williams-w3, the Macro-Averaged Precision is highly increased. So again
its the unbalanced datasets that bene�t from the contextual features.
From the feature selection analysis in section 6.1.1 we know that email behaviors are
selected for almost every folder of lokay-m. In Enron datasets, BHV can be used to detect
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(a) The use of email behaviors improves the Mean Reciprocal Rank on almost all datasets. The perfor-
mance is decreased on no dataset.

(b) The Macro-Averaged Precision under the use of BHV features: on 7 datasets the precision is signi�-
cantly improved, only on farmer-d, kaminski-v and private-ml it is worse than without behavioral
features.

Figure 25: Email behaviors signi�cantly improve accuracy on most datasets.
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newsletters that would normally be identi�ed through a common sender and receiver list
address.

Again, the USR is not a reliable measure for predicting the performance of the email
behavior features.

6.6.5 Email type (ET)

Figure 26 shows the scores of the ensemble classi�er using an additional ET feature ex-
tractor. It is supposed to show a gain in performance on dataset that contains folders
that contain either only replies or forwarded messages. As is generates only very few fea-
tures, it does not deteriorate the performance compared to S+P: Most term and person
features are still part of the feature set after the email type features have been added.

For lokay-m, there is a signi�cant improvement, because her folders �kim s �les� and
�personal� contain mostly forwarded items. The email type can improve classi�cation
performance, but only in these rare situations.

6.6.6 Message size (MS)

Figures 27 shows the scores of the OVA classi�er using an additional ms feature extrac-
tor.

The Macro-Averaged Precision and Mean Reciprocal Rank scores do not change signif-
icantly due to the use of message size features. Message sizes are unlikely important
features for email foldering. However, in the cases of beck-s and lokay-m, the fea-
ture has a positive e�ect. In lokay-m, the folders �contacts� (positive: tiny; negative:
medium, large) and �articles� (positive: large, small and tiny; negative: medium). The
folder �contacts� contains mainly short addresses, �articles� contains long news reports.

6.6.7 Host names and country codes (CC)

The CC feature extractor generates features from the host names and country codes of
the message participants' email addresses. Figure 28 shows the scores of the ensemble
classi�er using an additional CC feature extractor.

Host names often correlate with the organization a person belongs to. This seemingly
plays a role when using email folders such as lokay-m's folder �nesa/hea� which is ded-
icated to an organization. The accuracy on the datasets of Ben Shneiderman is also
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 26: Classi�cation with email types: There is no signi�cant change in the
quality of folder rankings through the use of S+P+ET. The Macro-Averaged
Precision of S+P+ET on all 10 datasets compared to the MAMAP of S+P shows
a little improvement on 4 datasets and a decline on 2 datasets.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank of S+P+MS: The is no signi�cant change in the quality folder rankings.

(b) The Macro-Averaged Precision of S+P+MS on all 10 datasets compared to the MAMAP of S+P shows
a little improvement on 4 datasets and a decline on 2 datasets.

Figure 27: Message size as a contextual feature: On some datasets, S+P+MS has a
positive impact on the accuracy.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 28: Host names and country codes: The Mean Reciprocal Rank and Macro-
Averaged Precision of S+P+CC are increased on most datasets.
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increased, probably because he often used a folder per organization. The dataset mainly
consists of messages exchanged between di�erent universities, where each department or
institute is usually represented by its own host name.

6.6.8 Unique person sets (PS)

Figure 29 shows the scores of the ensemble classi�er using an additional PS feature ex-
tractor. The person set of a message is a hash code that uniquely identi�es the group of
receivers and the sender. This is represented in only a single feature per message. This
is very economic in the context of a size-constrained feature set because only a single
baseline features is displaced. The relativly high gain in precision achieved on the Shnei-
derman datasets - that are strictly �led by person - indicates that the unique person
group is indeed a very useful feature to express working teams.

There is a tradeo� in the case that the group composition slightly changes by only one
person, which would be re�ected by a completely di�erent group hash code. In this cases,
the PS feature might be misleading. However, as we hardly see performance decreases
through the use of the PS extractor, these cases seem to get e�ectively singled out either
by feature selection or by the classi�er.

The positive e�ect of PS is probably due to the fact that most discussion threads are
assigned to the same folder. Within Enron datasets, newsletters usually have the same
set of participants. It is easier for the classi�er to generalize about a group than about
a set of persons, because the interdependencies among the group members are already
expressed by the person set feature.

6.6.9 Amount of persons (PC)

Figure 30 shows the scores of the ensemble classi�er using an additional PC feature ex-
tractor.

For the amount of persons in the message, only a single feature needs to be created per
message. As this is a very economic representation. The performance values do hardly
drop due to the use of the PC extractor. However, only a very small gain can be reached.
Folders with messages with extraordinarily many recipients can pro�t from this feature,
and folders with only a person involved in each message. The latter ones usually represent
self-addressed notes.

The same PC value is extracted for equally sized PS person sets. Some person sets might
be identi�ed by their unique size. Because of this, PC also might increase the accuracy
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 29: The unique person set PS as a contextual feature used in S+P+PS can
increase the classi�cation accuracy.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

Figure 30: Amount of message participants: Adding the person count (PC) as a
feature can increase the classi�cation accuracy.
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in situations where PS causes an improvement. However, comparing PS and PC, PS is the
better representation of person groups.

6.6.10 Grammatical features and punctuation (GR + PU)

Figure 31 shows the classi�cation accuracy using an additional GR+PU feature extractor.
This is the combined feature extractor that generates both the features from punctuation
and grammar.

(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank with grammatical features and punctutation (S+P+GR+PU)

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision of classi�cation with S+P+GR+PU is not signi�cantly improved.

Figure 31: Linguistic features: There is only little gain through the use of grammatical
and punctuation features. In 3 cases it performs better, in 4 cases worse and
in 3 cases equally to not using those features.

The greatest gain in performance can be seen in lokay-m. There, feature selection �nd
possibly relevant features for 5 of the 12 folders. Most remarkably, in the folder �kim's
�les� the absence of the imperative mood is selected. The messages in this folder hardly
contain any text. It is mainly composed of forwarded �les with �FYI� as a �owery phrase
being the only payload apart from the document. So the small message size or the
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little word count are actually expressed through a missing imperative mood. In the same
dataset, for the folder �enron travel club� the imperative mood is selected as a a�rmative
feature. Because this folder mainly contains advertisement prompting the employees to
go on trips, the mood of the folder is indeed imperative. On the other datasets, the e�ect
of the GR+PU is mostly negative. Seemingly, this feature extractors generate too many
features, displacing the more valuable S+P features. A more economic representation or
a smaller set of features might prove more useful.

6.6.11 Conclusions

Table 18 sums up which additional feature extractor leads to an improved result(N)
compared to just using the baseline features S+P. The largest dataset private-ml can
hardly bene�t from any of the additional contextual extractors. The smallest dataset,
williams-w3, bene�ts from almost every additional extractor. The best individual fea-
ture extractors are BHV, PR, PC, CC and PS.

dataset S+PR17 PR TS TSRel COI+GV+Tr BHV ET CC PS PC GR+PU IC MS Σ

beck-s N N O N N N � N � � N � N 8

farmer-d � � O � � O � � � � O O � -4
kaminski-v O � O O � O � � O � O � � -6
kitchen-l N N � N � � � � � � � � � 3
lokay-m � N � � � N N � N N N N N 8

sanders-r O N O O � � � � � � O � O -4
williams-w3 N N N N N N � N N O � N � 8

bsh-94 O N O O � N � N N N � � � 2
bsh-95 O N O O � � � N N N O � � 0
private-ml O � N N O � � O � � O � � -2
ΣN 3 7 3 4 2 4 1 4 4 3 2 2 2 41
ΣO 5 0 6 4 1 2 0 1 1 1 5 1 1 28
ΣN− ΣO -2 7 -3 0 1 2 1 3 3 2 -3 1 1 /

Table 18: Improvements due to contextual features: This table summarizes which
dataset bene�ts from which additional contextual feature extractor: � means
no change in score, N means improvements, O means decline. The table data
is based on the MAMAP results of the 10-fold cross validations. Di�erences
of less than 0.02 are ignored. If the MAMAP values are equal, then MRR
di�erences greater than 0.01 are considered. The last column shows that the
datasets sanders-r, private-ml and farmer-d are hard to describe by the
proposed contextual features.

These experiments have been conducted with a very limited amount of features. We

17PR instead of P
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expect that allowing more features would reduce the negative impact some feature ex-
tractors have. The contextual features are probably not misleading but less valuable than
S+P features. Because of this, a displacement of S+P features with contextual features
sometimes leads to a worse outcome.

Some contextual features, such as email behaviors and the separate handling of host
names and country codes, can generally increase classi�cation performance. Features
such as the unique person set hash code and the amount of persons can also be useful.
We have shown that the addition of individual contextual feature extractors can increase
the classi�cation accuracy on most datasets.

6.7 Promising feature extractor combinations

After having evaluated the individual impact of contextual features, we want to �nd
out whether the accuracy can be improved by using promising combinations of feature
extractors. We try to �nd a combination that is so well balanced that it improves the
accuracy with disregard to the speci�c foldering scheme. We consider two candidate
combination based on the results summarized in table 18. The combination 1 contains
all extractors that have a positive value in the ΣN−ΣO row. And combination 2 contains
only the top 5 extractors with regards to the ΣN− ΣO value. We used a shared feature
sets with a �xed size of 800 items with Logistic Regression. The OVA implementation is
internal to LibLinear. Both combinations are compared to the baseline feature set S+P.
Due to memory constraints, experiments on private-ml had to be done with a feature
set limited to 400 items. Again, all scores are presented as the averages of 10-fold cross
validation.

6.7.1 Combination 1 - S+P+PR+ET+CC+PS+PC+IC+MS+BHV+TSRel

This is the combination of extractors that show a positive e�ect in the summary in
table 18. This means that for all datasets the accuracy is more often increased than
decreased. The combination 1 covers three of the four aspects, that have introductory
been mentioned: The S and CC represent the message content; P and IC describe the
personal aspect; PR, BHV, MS, PC, PS and ET generate features that might allude to a task
or process; TSRel represents the temporal information of the message.

Figure 32 shows that the accuracy is improved due to the contextual features. Com-
pared to the baseline features S+P, the combination 1 achieves higher Macro-Averaged
Precision scores. The Mean Reciprocal Rank and Micro-Averaged Precision scores are
slightly increased on almost every dataset. The only datasets that do not bene�t from
the combination are kaminski-v and bsh-94.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

(c) Micro-Averaged Precision

Figure 32: Logistic Regression and combination 1: The Macro-Averaged Precision
is increased on every dataset except for kaminski-v and bsh-94. The same
is true for the Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean Reciprocal Rank. The
drastic increase on private-ml is caused by the temporal features of TSRel.
combination 1 is S+P+PR+ET+CC+PS+PC+IC+MS+BHV+TSRel.
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The high Macro-Averaged Precision scores in comparison to the baseline indicate that
smaller folders are generally better represented by a richer set of features. Combination
2 performs better than any of the individual feature extractors alone.

6.7.2 Combination 2 - S+P+PR+CC+PS+PC+BHV

This is the combination of the top 5 valuable feature extractors, based on the results in
table 18.

This combination covers three of the four aspects, that have introductory been mentioned:
The S and CC represent the message content; P describes the personal aspect; PR, BHV,
PC and PS generate features that might allude to a task or process. The di�erence to
combination 1 is that the aspects of task and person are less strongly represented.

While the Mean Reciprocal Rank and Micro-Averaged Precision show only little change,
the Macro-Averaged Precision is clearly improved with combination 2 in comparison to
the baseline features. Except for private-ml, combination 2 achieved constantly better
or at least equal accuracy than the baseline.

An important e�ect can be seen on the dataset farmer-d. While none of the contextual
feature extractors improve the accuracy when added individually, their joint use leads to
a signi�cant increase of the Macro-Averaged Precision. This indicates interdependencies
of the features. There is no increase on kitchen-l, although PR can increase the accuracy
when brought in individually.

In comparison to combination 1, combination 2 leads to a slightly lower Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank and Micro-Averaged Precision on every dataset. Regarding the Macro-
Averaged Precision on private-ml, the missing of TSRel accounts for a lower accu-
racy. Also, williams-w3 and kitchen-l are better represented by more contextual
features. On Shneiderman's datasets, a higher Macro-Averaged Precision is reached
with combination 2. The features of TSRel and IC have a deteriorating e�ect on these
datasets.

Di�erences between combination 1 and combination 2 on beck-s

For beck-s, combination 1 works better because it contains MS, ET and TSRel, which
positively contribute to the accuracy. It is unclear why there is no performance gain
between the baseline and combination 2, although beck-s bene�ts from each feature
extractor of combination 2 when added individually. The evaluation of the individual
extractors has been performed with individual features sets per folder instead of a shared
feature set like in this experiment. However, as �gure 18 on page 86 shows, beck-s is
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

(c) Micro-Averaged Precision

Figure 33: Logistic Regression and combination 2: Using combination 2 instead of
the baseline features (S+P) increases the Macro-Averaged Precision on almost
every dataset. The e�ect on Micro-Averaged Precision and Mean Recipro-
cal Rank is not very big, so probably small folders bene�t from contextual
descriptions. combination 2 is S+P+PR+CC+PS+PC+BHV.
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none of the datasets that bene�t much from using individual feature sets. It is possible
that important baseline features are displaced by contextual features.

Di�erences between bsh-94 and bsh-95, combination 1 and combination 2

The fact that on bsh-94 higher accuracy is achieved using combination 2 than with
combination 1 is seemingly caused by TSRel. The individual feature extractors eval-
uation (section 6.6.2) shows a signi�cant drop in accuracy on this dataset when using
S+P+TSRel compared to only using S+P.

The same drop in accuracy with S+P+TSRel can be seen on the bsh-95 dataset, but not
the same di�erence between combination 1 and 2. We explain this di�erence with the
fact that bsh-95 contains 13% more persons than bsh-94, while the amount of messages
and folders are almost equal. The foldering schemes of both dataset are strongly oriented
to person groups, so that the prevalence of the social feature extractors can outweigh
the negative e�ect of TSRel on bsh-95, while on bsh-94 it cannot. TSRel has a negative
e�ect on Ben Shneiderman's datasets because time plays no role in his foldering scheme.
Thus, every selected TSRel feature replaced a more useful social feature. Because of this,
the use of TSRel harms the accuracy.

6.7.3 Combination 2 with NB(ensemble)

We tested if combination 2 also has a positive impact when used in a Naive Bayes
classi�er. We used NB(ensemble) with shared sets of top 800 features of either S+P

or combination 2. Figure 34 shows the performance of those algorithms. Across all
datasets, combination 2 does not perform better than S+P. This is a clear di�erence to
using combination 2 with a Logistic Regression classi�er, that shows an improvement
due to using contextual features.

We explain this di�erence by the Feature Independence Assumption. Obviously, the
contextual features depend on each other and render useless if considered individually.
Naive Bayes cannot model dependencies between features, while Logistic Regression can.
Thus, the contextual features only indirectly indicate a folder. They should only be used
in classi�ers that do not underlie the Feature Independence Assumption.

6.7.4 Conclusions

Although both combinations show good performance, none of them can increase the
performance on every dataset.
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(a) Mean Reciprocal Rank

(b) Macro-Averaged Precision

(c) Micro-Averaged Precision

Figure 34: Naive Bayes classi�er with combination 2 does not improve the accuracy
in comparison to the baseline features S+P. This indicates that the contextual
features only indirectly indicate folders.
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For �nding out if the performance gain due to contextual features is signi�cant, we
performed paired t-tests on the hardest datasets of Shneiderman (bsh-95) and Enron
(kitchen-l). We tested if there is a signi�cant di�erence in the Micro-Averaged Precision
values of those datasets with the following four algorithms:

1. (see section 6.3) Commercial system: The Micro-Averaged Precision for bsh-95
is 0.64. For kitchen-l it is 0.53.

2. (see section 6.4) NB(ensemble) using a shared set of the top 800 baseline (S+P)
features: The MIMAP for bsh-95 is 0.62; for kitchen-l it is 0.50. The di�erence
to the commercial is signi�cant for both kitchen-l (p = 0.003) and bsh-95 (p =
0.008).

3. (see section 6.5) Logistic Regression OVA using a shared set of the top 800
baseline (S+P) features: The MIMAP for bsh-95 is 0.69; for kitchen-l it is 0.58.
The di�erence to NB(ensemble) is signi�cant for both kitchen-l (p < 0.0001) and
bsh-95 (p < 0.0001).

4. (see section 6.7.2) Logistic Regression OVA using a shared set of the top 800
combination 2 contextual features: The MIMAP for bsh-95 is 0.73; for kitchen-l
it is 0.59. The di�erence to using S+P as feature extractors is not signi�cant for
kitchen-l (p = 0.9), but is signi�cant for bsh-95 (p = 0.008).

Combinations of contextual features can signi�cantly increase the accuracy on some
datasets.
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7 General Conclusions

We found out that contextual information can signi�cantly improve the classi�cation
accuracy on some datasets. Speci�cally, our combination 2 of contextual features out-
performs the baseline features on one of the hardest datasets (see section 6.7.2). The
question which speci�c feature type is valuable for a particular dataset remains unan-
swered: Only very few feature types are of general utility. The metrics USR and hmfdur
cannot indicate whether a feature extractor and a dataset �t together very well (sec-
tion 6.6.2). We found that the density of the Email Social Graph indicates whether
social clusters can be meaningful features (section 6.6.3).

We showed that the contextual features of user behaviors (BHV), role as sender or receiver
(PR), the special treatment of host names and country codes (CC), the unique set of
persons (PS) involved in a message and the size of the set of persons (PC) do have a
positive e�ect on most datasets. Sophisticated clustering algorithms do not directly lead
to a better classi�cation accuracy. Our keyword-based approach to grammatical feature
extraction (GR) does not increase the accuracy a lot. Also, the email type (ET) and
message size (MS) are not very useful features.

Most of our contextual feature extractors create only a very limited amount of features
per message. This is advantageous in that it avoids over-�tting, like the case of TS

showed (section 6.6.2). If too many meaningless features are created, this might generate
correlations without causation, deteriorating the accuracy.

The feature extractors that provide information about the �task� aspect result being
most useful. Possibly this is due to the fact that email is a work-related medium and all
our datasets originate from a working environment. However, processes such as buying
or information inquiries occur also in private life. Therefore we do not except di�erent
e�ects on spare time mailboxes.

Text classi�cation is considered a language-dependent task. The dataset private-ml is
the only non U.S.-American mailbox. From the individual feature extractor's evaluation
we did not notice any irregularity that would point to the contextual features being
dependent on language (with exception of the extraction of grammatical features). This
might be an enormous advantage when designing cross-culture classi�cation systems.

The feature selection techniques we demonstrated might be helpful for historians or
forensics for the analysis of large unknown email collections. Feature sets that are selected
individually per folder might lead to a superior classi�cation accuracy. However, this
is not always the case. We did not succeed in identifying the factors that determine
which feature selection mode is superior, although certainly the degree of heterogeneity
is involved.
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7.1 Future Work

We found out that there are dependencies between the contextual features (see sec-
tion 6.7.3). In order to take advantage of those features, the dependencies need to be
remodeled by the machine learning algorithm. The popular Naive Bayes algorithm can-
not ful�ll this requirement. The fact that the additional use of a single feature extractor
can lead to a decline in accuracy clearly indicates that there are shortcomings with using
Mutual Information. As the role of the feature dependencies seems to be very important,
Mutual Information is probably not the best feature selection method. It does not con-
sider feature dependencies at all and might even displace valuable features. Instead, with
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) it might be possible to reduce feature space and
compose more meaningful composite features, or at least to identify their dependencies.
PCA might also enable us to extensify the characterizations for unknown mailboxes.
Possibly even very simple approaches like the absolute frequency of a feature might be a
better choice than Mutual Information.

While LibLinear's Logistic Regression can model feature dependencies, the problem still
might not be linearly separable. This requires using a kernelized classi�er (Logistic Re-
gression can also be kernelized). This might also lead to more precise class boundaries.

With regards to the commercial system (section 6.3), we proved that it can be outper-
formed even by using standard feature sets in Multinomial Naive Bayes.

The Triangle clustering algorithm for fast clustering of social networks might be useful
for purposes other than email foldering. For example, there is ongoing research under the
names of CC prediction, intelligent message addressing [9] and email recipient recommen-
dation. Especially there is a need for algorithms that can determine whether the right
person has been picked as message receiver or if somebody has been forgotten. Such a
function can avoid information leaks [8]. Cluster information can be used to detect such
situations. Pal and McCallum [50] proposed an algorithm that groups participants by
clustering the message content. Roth et al. [53] proposed a Communities of Interest-like
method for using social clusters in order to suggest new friends. Triangle clustering could
be used to complete these approaches.

7.1 Future Work

The most important remaining question is how to determine when to use the contextual
features and when not. Mutual Information as a feature selection algorithm cannot be
used to answer this question. Also, further research is needed to design a metric that can
indicate whether a shared set of features or individual feature sets are more promising.

The successful application of email behaviors depends at least partially on folders being
newsletter folders. A feature that directly describes whether a message is a newsletter
might be very useful.
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7 General Conclusions

Entirely di�erent multi-class implementations might be considered. Yoo [62] showed
that one-versus-one classi�cation and also their approach of placing the binary classi�ers
in a directed acyclic tree outperform OVA classi�cation on the related task of email
prioritization. This could also be true for automatic foldering. Directed Acyclic Graph
classi�er ensembles have, for example, been described by Chen and Liu (DAGSVM) [10].
Maintaining a tree of classi�ers might be used to remodel nested folder structures. Also,
feature selection might be performed per hierarchy level, not per folder or per mailbox.
In some mailboxes, the foldering scheme might be di�erent only at di�erent hierarchy
level in the folder tree.

It could be interesting to compare the performance of the contextual features in a rule
induction system such as RIPPER, that has been proposed by Cohen [14]. RIPPER
has been used to classify email, and it o�ers the advantageous ability of incorporating
user-created rules into an automatically learned rule set.

A lot of improvements can be made to the clustering algorithms:

� The most important improvement for reducing the Email Social Graph sparsity
would be to add entities found in the email body using Named Entity Recognition.
Identity Resolution frameworks like those proposed by El Sayed [25] might help.

� Roth et. al. [53] mention the following criteria regarding the edge weight: �Fre-
quent interactions are more important.�, �Group dynamic changes over time!�, and
�Interactions initiated by the user are more important.�. Particularly the latter
criteria is not yet regarded in our implementation.

� The social network analysis should be assisted by a Recency metric like those
proposed by Cohen and Carvalho [9] or Johansen [33]. This metrics account for
the mutability of personal relationships over time.

� A personal evaluation of the clusters in private-ml dataset resulted in the fol-
lowing: The identi�ed clusters are indeed meaningful groups of persons that be-
long together. However, many of these groups are unknown to the owner of the
private-ml mailbox, so that they cannot have been conditional for any foldering
decision. Obviously, people that appear simultaneously as receivers of messages
from the mailbox owner do belong together from his personal perspective, which
is causal for classi�cation.

� Ties between individuals that are very relevant to foldering might be suspected if
two persons appear together in a common folder, message or thread. In that case,
an edge between them should be added to the Email Social Graph.

While the clusters themselves not turned out to be very useful features, other representa-
tions might yield better performance: For example, the overlap of a message's person set
and a cluster, or the number of clusters a message is part of might be valuable features.
Further research is needed in order to clarify whether social network clusters can be used
to improve the accuracy of automatic foldering.
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